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TOOK ROME

Floral and Trades Display Parade
est Ever Witnessed in
This City.
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hirty Six Years Ago Today
Eternal City Became Capital of United Italy.
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BASE BALL AND

SOME INTERESTING FACTS
ATTRACTS THOUSANDS TO GROUNDS

Grand Stand

ts

Packed-Even-

Billed

.

THOS.

D. BURNS,

Jr.

Member of the Territorial Sheep Sani-- j Delegate to the Sheep and Wool Grow-ere' Convention and On of the
tary Board. He it Here A a
Surr.eMful Sheen Raiser
rmM o,n Arpik
of the Etancl Plain.
County.

of Today and the Attractions
For This Afternoon
and Evening.
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Down Town.
p. m- - Indian dance on the streets.
,
on
Parnlval attractions.
9p. m Wrestling match at Elks' Theater.
9 30 d ni. Indian dances.
act.
10:30 p. tn. Reckless Russell and his high diving
11 p. ni. Indinn dances.
Is

the

FRIDAY'S PROGRAM.
official program for tomorrow,

the fifth

September 21. (La Vegas Day.)
Down Town.

Wool Growers' Convention, called at Elks' Opera
9 a m
Westem Amusement Company Carnival cn the
10 a m
diving act.
130 a in. Reckless Russell and his high

day

KONG'S

FUNSTON IN
WASHINGTON

REPUBLICANS

ONLY TODAY

STANDING PAT

Some of the Tribe Yet Sur Even Yet Full Loss of Life Endorse President's Policy of Will Leave Tonight to Follow
Taft Who Will Use His
and Property Only
vive and Would Ply
Not Revising Tariff At the
Knowledge of Cuba.
Old Trade.
Guessed At.
Present Time.

House.
streets.

Fair Ground.

m. Base ball at the Fair Grounla.
1:30 p. tn. Base ball at the Fair Grounds.
2 p. m. 2:25 pace.
30 p. in. Running races.
Pingree Shoe Handicap f:r $200.
45 p m
3 p m. Territorial Baby Show a Casino.
3:30 p. m. Indian races.
King, us wife and a
d m Balloon race between Proiessor
monkey.'the three of them cutting loose with parachutes at the same

7

q n

m
Indian dances.
p. m. Carnival attractions on

m

10:30 p.

INSURGENTS

PARTY PLAYS A

TRICK IN

DEFINITE

AN FRANCISCO

M

the streets.
Montezuma ball, Alvarauo hotel.
Reckless Russell aud his high diving act.
m.-

St. Ixiuis, Sept.

Wni.

20.

H.

"..,t,r

lloug Kong,
Sept. 20. Anu:her
storm, less violent, however, than the
typhoon, broke hero at midnight and
blew six hours. The damage apparently is not great. The full extent of
tae recent storm is not known yet,
but estimates place the number lost
at S (inn and the total damage to the
colony
ut $20,000,000. Reports of
disasters at sea are being received
here. A steamer with 150 passengers founded near iTutaiimen
Pass.
Only' six passengers and two of the,
crew were saved. The steamer Hong
Kong was also lost and her entire
Crew is missing. The steamer Yang- fat foundered and 130 passengers
were lost.

Uit-te- r

of Denver, former member of the
who
St. Louis bouse of delegates,
wrote Governor Folk last week volunteering to come here and testify
regarding the handling of boodle
money when he was a municipal lawmaker, was arrested last night at
Hannibal, Mo., on the Burlington
train ta route to Denver. The ar
rest was made ut the Instigation of
Circuit Attorney Suger. It Is charged
that Ritter attempted to extort money
from R. M. Snyder of Kansas City by
threatening to testify that tnyder
gave him money to distribute when
was
the Central Traction franchise
voted upon.
The case against Snyder was dis- missed Tuesday. Ritter was brought
to St. Louis today and placed In Jail,
Eugene Sweene, who was identified
with the Central Traction deal us a
with
promoter, and who conferred
Hitter here yesterday, before the lat-- ;
ters departure, was also arrested ana
piaceti in .mil

DEVELOPMENTS

20.
Washington,
Sept.
3eneral
Frederick Funston, who Is expected to
arrive in Washington today, will remain here but a short time as secretary. Taft left Instructions for Funston to follow him immediately to
Cuba. Taft desires to make use of the
knowledge Funston obtained of Cuba
and the Cubans while serving with the
insurgents previous to the Spanish

New Havtn, Conn., Sept. 20. Lieutenant Governor Woodruff was nominated for governor by the republican
convention here today. The platform
neartily endorses the administration
or rresident Kooseveit and approves
his views in opposition to the revision
of the tariff at. this time.

I

NEW HISTORY

United Italy Demanded the Old
Capital For the Use of
the New Kingdom.
Rorue, Sept. 20. Thirty-siyesr
ago today Rome, formerly the capital
of the Papal State was occupied ftr
Italian troops and became the capHal
of the klndgom of Italy. The occupa
tion of Rome marks the date of Italy 'a
independence and for that reason,
the anniversary of the day Is celebrated by Italians not only In their own
country, but wherever they may hase
found a temporary or permanent resi
dence. It was on September 20. 1810.
that the troops of Victor Emanuel
took possession of the Eternal City la
response to the Invitation of Its inhabitants and in deference to the clamor
ous demands of the entire Italian peo-pitf.

The presence of a French army of
occupation at Rome from 1849 to 1870
for the avowed purposo of defending
tne temporal sovereignty of the Pope-haserved to embitter the popnlaitioBi
of the papal states to such an extent
that it was quite as difficult to pre
vent them from rising In revolt as It
was to check the people of other por
tions of the peninsula from giving
torcible expression to their deep ra-pentment at the presence of foreign
troops on Italian territory. On several
occasions, indeed, King Victor Dm incurs troops were employed to suppress
insurrections In the papal states, aatt
three .Itaes Qiirlbaidf wan seized
placed under arrest by order of taa
king for leading Armed, forces serosa.
the pontlflclal frontiers for the) pur
pose of taking Rome.
Finally in 1870, when the war wRU
Germany compelled France to with
draw her army of occupation from
Rome, disturbances at once broke oal
in the papal states and grave disorders ensued, while throughout Italy
the popular agitation In favor of tint
annexation of Rome and its conversion into the national capital became-ore pronounced. At length, Victor
Emanuel, realising that it was impos
sible to restrain any longer the will
of his people, addressed a most r- e pec t ful and conciliatory letter to Plus
IX, pointing out to htm the necessity
of succeeding the French occupation
with one by Italian troops, for the purpose of maintaining order. The offers
contained in the letter were refused
by the pope.
Responding, however,
to the invitation of the people of th
papal states the Italian troops crossed
the frontier and, after some more ne
gotiations, took possesselon of Rome.
welcomed by Its Inhabitants. The only
resistance they met was that by the)
handful of foreigners which formed
the papal guard.
General Cadorna, In command of the
Italian forces, had received strict orders not to cross the Tiber, but
that part of the city, situated
on the right bank of the river. Including St. Peter's, the Vatican and the
San Angelo castle, In other words the
Leonine city, to the care of the papal
troops. The government Intended to
leavo that part of the city In possesr
slon of the Pope. However, the population became greatly exc'.ted and
demonstrative and Jlually, the authorities of the Vatican requested General
Cadorna to occupy the Leonine citj
with his troopB. At first be declined,
fearing to disobey his ordivs aad
causiiig political complication, but so
urgent were the requests cf tl9 Vatican authorities, that finally he crossed
the Tiber with his troops and occupied the papal precincts, which ever
since Temained in the possession ml
the Italian government. Before a
week had elapsed the people of the
papal state decided by an overwhelming plebiscite to become part of the,
kingdom of Italy.
As usual the day was celebrated
throughout Italy today. The mayor
of the city sent his congratulations ta
the king and the latter answered with
a handsomely worded message of appreciation. The day is observed as a
holiday and popular celebrations are
held everywhere.
d

WAITING

Small Michigan Town Unable to Rock Island Death List Will Nev er Bryan and Wife Will Be Given Some Cubans Think Taa Will Find
Be Known Till Klver Gives
Defend Either of Its Two
Troublesome Task In Any Way
Dollar Dinner In Atlanta. Ga..
Up Its Dead. ;
Banks From Despollers.
of Compromise.
This Evening.

DOWN TOWN.
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LABOR
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STREET CAR

KILLS OR HURTS SEVERAL

PREFERENCE WITH OTHERS

2-

time.

LOS ANGELES

BUT BANK ROBBERY HOLDS

9 a

IN ITALY'S

Con-riaiui-

CONNECTICUT

DISASTROUS

N

tree.

Here Attending An Extensive Sheep Raieer of Berna
t.
lillo and He l Interested In the
Grower'
Proceeding of the Wool
vention From Sandoval
Country.
Grower' convention.

One of the Delegate
Sheep and Wool

!

TYPHOON WAS

THIEVES ARE

HON. F. A. HUBBELL

E. A. MIERA

HON.

ANGUS McGILLIVARY

NOT ALL THE
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of the fair.
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greeted the thousands i The base ball game between All-it
thla tnorninel aueraue and Trinidad resulted in a
vctory for Albuquerque by the score
wWn
sun rose on Albuquerque
& to o
Frantz pitched for the
annual terrl-io- r
UNION LABOR'S RUSE
Day of the twenty-sixt. ........
wa
AGAINST SCHMITT-RUEFtorial fair, tne same couuiuuiio cr i..cv
won
Albuquerque
Lola
White
the
General Funston after his arrival to-tne
20. After
San
Francisco.
Soot.
have prevailed since the opening
Derby, Tizona, second; Edward HaJe,
nrinnttni? n rtnnintinn riodnrlni? aealnst day was la consultation with General
third. Time, 2:00 fiat. This is the
nominating
a state ticket, the lle11 and other officers, and made prep-But very few stores opened their fastest time for a mile and an tight
of the Union arations or Iris departure tonight for
convention
state
made In this part of the country.
assocla-levlp.st
fair
adjourn- - 'Havana.
night
.h
party
Labor
J
IUC ll'ij
re-ciwieuo
ed.
The delegates immediately
tion for Albuquerque ana ner
during
open
the
nom- - REBEL LEADERS REST ON
Yesterday
Events.
Afternoon's
political
a
as
were
club
and
convened
few
that
the
and
THEIR ARMS FOR RESULT
The racing program of yesterday
mated Theodore A. Bell, the nominee
early morning hours closed before
Havana, Sept. 20. Tae rebel leader,
ANOTHER STEAMER RUNS
iiiti tluiutM-- i i it; puny, iui guvtriuui.
ui
noon. The lumber mills and Santa Fe wt-- equally as Interesting as the sec
P'noo Guerra, has left Artemlsa for
ON PACIFIC ISLAND ROCKS This is to defeat the Schmidt-Ruef- f
ond cay s program, u not more so.
shops were also closed.
mile southwest
Tacoma, Wash.,- Sept. 20. The faction, who were opposed to making Guanajay, twenty-ont the hour set for the floral and In the Carnation Cream stake, a 2:2u
r Havana.
He is reported to have
gieamshlp City of Seattle, en route a nomination
the streets were trot, best three In uve heats. Jack
trades display parade many
men
Colo.,
wItn
him. He will camp ut
to Alaska, went on the rocks at Trial
of them Sproule's Edna M, from Pueblo,
black with people,
Guanajay awaiting the result of the
big
the
away
lslan()
li DOLLAR DINNER FOR
of
end
full
A
with
victoria,
ten
the
from
walked
mlles
at
visitors.
town
of
out
bcli!!,'
never
o cloc,k thls mornnK jn tt heavv fog.
BRYAN IN ATLANTA, GA.'Peaco negotiations.
account or the parade wil be found l,00t) purse, in straight heats,
go.
Time,
none
All
being
Ailiuita
Tues
Hont. 20. Win. .1. nrv-assistance.
from
have
her
to
the
headed
tla..
5.
page
on
Taft Will Have Hard Time.
sec
finished
Daybreak
the passengers are reported sufe.
an and wife arrived hero from Augus-The shows of the Western Amuse- 2:27
The leaders of the revolutionary
TO
SUCCESSFUL
EFFORT
Steamer May Alto Bt Saved.
o.id, Elbertus third, with Boone fourth.
early today. The program Includes ' movement
ta
ment company were opened to the
have called all the generals
HOLD UP VILLAGE BANK
Victoria. B. C, Sept. 20. The pas- - a reception, luncheon, public address, in
furpublic' A large number of visitors atThe first running race, 4
field to conference here. They
sengers of the steamer City of Seat- - at Ponce de
Grand Rapids, Mich., Sept. 20.
park and a dollar arethe
tended the ball games at the fair longs, for a purse of $100, was capsafe from molestation during the
grounds during the morning.
tured by "Dotard." Time, .58. Almon- Eight masked, heavily nrnied men tie, ashore on Trial Island, were land- - dinner,
week. Taking testimony was continhave arrived here. The
Khortlv after the noon hour the te. the favorite, got away to a bad held the people of White Cloud at ed and
ued today at the home of the Ameri
the steamer is not badly damaged and it
hundreds of visitors crowded the cars. start, but under a terrific drive nosed bay early today while they rifted
can minister, Morgan. General Meno-c- a,
attemptAygo
County
new
high
bank
will
where
be
is
grounds,
and
she
floated
at
asserted
Husking
fair
place,
the
to
routo
second
0(Jt un(iry for
en
iiead of the veterans, said today
other Bee finishing fourth, several lengths ed to rob the bank of R. Canon & Son. water tonight, after her cargo has
the base ball games, races and
tie believed that Secretary
Taft
Aygo
bank
new
lightened.
The
of
interior
the
them.
been
amuse
to
served
bad;
attractions
bound to find solution of the difficult
BY
explosions,
CHAIRMAN
two
and
by
was
APPOINTED
wrecked
of
history
the
:
went
crow
affair,
furlong
in
5
The next, a
The largest
case.
robbers secured between $2,000 ELECTRIC CAR FATALLY
saiem the $4,000.
New Mexico fairs was in the city to- to Cordona. Time 1:11
gathbegan
WITH
The
citizens
COLLIDES
EXPRESS
and
showing.
places
C.
day.
FEDERATION OF LABOR.
with Willie
in force before the robbers
Us Angeles, Sept. 20. E. 1. Hay-inaPaul Arrlngton, from the San Juan ering
MEETS IN RHODE ISLAND
Pursuant to authority of resolution
open
bank
Express
could
other
of
In
safe
clerk
Pasadena
the
the
the
2
country, took the
miles wash
Pawtucket, R. I., Sept. 20. The
passed ut the meeting of the territorTHIS AFTERNOON'S PROGRAM.
company,
they
rode
nnd
was
killed
the
and
and
abandoned
Job
other
three
race,
company
Albuquerque,
relay
clothing
This afternoon the
central committee Sep- fourth annual convention of the
poisons severely injured, last night, ial republican
li'oH, directing chairman of Rhode Island Federation
of Labor
rwrlv thu White Seal Champagne , (or 1200. with case, beating tne ora away on horseback.
Member.
ran
electric
car
when
into
Pacific
the
equany
Arrlngton
rode
imrr-- Ktnnir from Kstancia.
stf.ke and several other
such committee to appoint a commit opened yesterday and is expected
open
the
switch
crashed
and
into
an
m,
nis HOUSEBREAKERS IN ROLL
own horses, ana
esting events are being aeciueu. iu
tee of five to confer with a like com- to last two or three days. The open
press car on the siding.
race program this atternoon was as opponent- on the changes, thus gaining
mittee of five appointed by the demo- Ing session was devoted to welcom:
over
ftMlo-vsa great deal, which was never
cratic central committee, for the pur- ing addresses and some routine busi
OF
WILL
NUMBER
LOST
pose ot devising ways and means and ness, including conlderatlon
White Seal come. Time. 7:04.
of the
Moot & . Chandon's
OF LANDSCAPE GARDENER
NEVER BECOME KNOWN
report of the credentials committee,
nw-An Indian foot race yesterday also
1M Wlliwi liift
....will ugaiitg itic j'tio
Champagne stake race, 2:13 pace, for
aim
n
Sept.
Kingfisher.
Ukla,
.
...
..
1.411.
.,.l,..
Delegates from all parts of the state
served to enliven the immense crowd
$1,000 purse.
ui xue tiimt'iiuuij uiii.
number of lives lost Tuesday, when
Therefore, I do hereby appoint and are present. The convention prom
Entered: Daniel J., owned by Chas. in the grand stand. Mr. "Pink Tights
- the Rock Island train went through
houseThe
which
boldness
with
;
in?
ises to be the largest and most im
capturing first money, which was
such delegates the followCU'Bson: Arra E.. owned by E.. G.
liieakt is have operated in the city this the bridge over the Cimarron river, name as
Kiowa, owned by T. G. Peck; Exo- mediately captured from him by his week fchould
inc: Hon. W. H. H. Llewellyn, of portaut labor event of the year in
be
people
never
will
probably
bo
Dover,
near
a
to
caution
11
Chilthis state and many Important mat- Dona Ana county; Hon. W. B.
dus, owned by Em Mann; Shecam, squav
to not leave their houses without first revealed. The engine, smoker,
C. A. ters will come up for consideration.
county;
Hon.
Bernalillo
A double ballocn ascension between
of
deis,
ovned by Jako Levy; Halllna Morgan,
all doors and windows are gage and mall car are still hidden in Spiess, of San Miguel county; Hon.
ovned by Joe Barnett and Ginger, Prof. King and his wife, and a para securelythatfastened.
close the lied of the river.
w 11 Kari'i-nnf Kin Arrihii county. OBD FELLOWS STILL
chute race to terra firma between af'er tho pilfering Following
ovneii by C. O. Adamson.
of the residence
TORONTO SESSION
u',i H,m Solomon Luna, of Valencia
miles, for King his wife and a monkey, which
Albuquerque Derby, 1
' EABLIST
,
U-eMINISTERS IN
in the
Mr. and Mrs. lfarry
20.
Toronto, Ont.. Sept.
1 be na
H
fi
tne former took up with him, had the of
$4ik purse.
NOTABLE GATHERINGS
western part of 1he city, a man detlonal cantonment of the Independent
Chairman.
Entered Nones, Allftdln, Edward crow: "rubbering" heavenward from llberately walked upon the porch of
.Springfield.
Sept. 20. A
urder of Odd Fellows which opened
Hale. Ijola White, Satin Coat, Safe the t.me they got off uutil they had the residence of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. 1)0tai,P gatheringMass.,
here on the ICth, is in full swing aud
of liaptlxt ministers INTERNATIONAL MEET OF
saf'-lreached the earth again.
Guard and Tizona.
Wright. In the same neighborhood, js atteniln
JOINT FISH COMMISSIONERS has attracted thousands of visitors
tm. annua! meeting of,
Rotbenberg & Schloss Cigar com- The two balloons got away about and was trying
a key in
iKir ikk thP WesufU.hl ltup'i: conference,
Vancouver, B. C, Sept. 20. The from all parts of the United States,
the same time. Prof. King's going the when she asked him whatthehe wanted.
pany's relay race, $200 purse.
wnCn opened at the Carew Street joint conference between the special The headquarters of the grand lodge
Entered The Arrlngton string and highest, however. King took Mr.
Hie answer was:
Just wanted to,ua,js, church ves.iei.lay to continue iish commissions of Washington and are at Camp Wright, on the ground
Xionk up with him, and when a pistol
i!m Fors string.
The
gathering Uritisli Columbia, which was origin- - of the National Exhibition psrk. and
days.
furlongs, $100,Rhot sounded cut the monk loose in a know if you didn't want your lawn Iol. two
Four and
was called to order tblH morning by ally set for early In the summer, but are in charge of Brigadier General
small parachute. Another pistol fchot cut."
purse
An extra force of policemen and the Rev. I). W. I.yiuan. The annual was post (Mined for good reasons, will James E. Ryan. The grand parade BIG
Willie and Mrs. King cut loose with Prof
BABY
SHOW
Enured Bitter C, Trojan,
men are assisting the
was preached liy the Rev. W. meei here this afternoon. The ob- - this afternoon promises to be one of
Neva Hustler, Roger Q... Jack Mc King loone behind her. She won the regular police force during the week,, sermon
Interesting
the
of
the
most
features
is
consider
S.
to
was
Ayres.
conference
the
association
the
of
Then
j,.et
race, however, beating both her huaGinn, and Joe D.
but no arrests have been reported.
It will start promptly
welcomed by the Rev. G. V. Daniels and thoroughly discuss legislation cantonment.
iadies' race, $100 purse, and lady's hand find the monk down,
anrl the nastors hv the Rev. J. S. Lv - L nieiilmed to work for the preserva - at 1 o'clock and It is expected that
It was the latter's first trip, and b
saddb latter donated by Albuquerque
salmon ana otn- - thre will bo about 10.000 men in line.
didn'f seem to enjoy it, as be refused FALL AT RINK BREAKS ARM ms. An interesting program has heeii lion of the sock-e- y
Carriage company.
arranged for the conference and in er matters relating to the fisheries
contest, to cling to the handle bars of his
Tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'- - It
A Navajo Indian boxing
Was at Battle of Chiekamiuga.
tereslirg addressee will be delivered interests of Puget sound and British
clock the big baby show will be
pillows for boxing gi ves, was achu.e, hut hung head down from 1
M. Mooro of this city. Is now
John
including
nuiiilj.-hatcheries
the
prominent
by
Columbia,
miiiis't
of
a
is.
rope.
Tho asctnsions and parachute
held in the Casiuo building on
M'hededuled to take place before tne
the
Miss
Matilda and the need for their extension. The at Chickamauga, Ga., attending Civil
4 rrces wlli be repeated
ut
George Crane, a pressman for the Tomorrow afternoon
dally during
the fair grounds, and not this
grand xtiMid this altetnoon
veterans
of
the
reunion
of
tho
re.
have
commissions
the
'Woman's
of
the
will
Brown
company,
address
members
broke bis
Sellers Printing
.fair v eel;.
afternoon as announced in front 4
In Whitaker's brigade
o'clock.
were
war
who
Puget
sound
a
society.
tour
of
WomThe
Missionary
ceiitly
made
Home
last
mile in, i hj fruit exhibit In the Casino left arm juxt uliove the wrist
a
of tho grand stand yesterday.
A iquaw race, one-hal-f
Foieigll Missonary tiociety will witli a iew to becoming more famil- during the battle of Chickamauga,
Over eighty babies have been
length, was also a feature of the af- -' IniilcKi.g at the fair grounds attracted n.ht, while skating a' the Rail- an's
Is now in session.
which
acrire-jKethe
of
conditions
local
of
Miss
by
Julia
he
Shim
he
with
was
iar
conquerable atttntlon from the ini- - road avenue rink. The accident
entered and as tho Judges, who
Forty-thre- e
years ago yesterday
leinoon'-- program.
inspected traps, nets,
fisheries They
was at the very unusual, as Mr. Crane was roll- liaimoon, Biirmali
iiave already been selected, are
.
I'rot. King, his wife and the monk niense throng that
l .
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....
.WUOru ttll'l
pimnu-llimiiil
iur.
i.ritlilnir
once
ing'
cannerie
smoothly along, when ull at
are scheduled to make auotbt r double prour.ds today. Uing tallies tt the
I"iiald, also of this city, were in tho a out of town people, the success aThe opening dance of the
with the catching and the packing of! thick
lie
of the show Is assured.
usceiition this 'afternoon, probably at iucIouf products of New Mexico were his feet Hew out I mm under htm.
of the fight at Chickamauga
relal
Coinii;
club's
social
Iish.
piled up high, and it made one's threw his unu bark to catch himself
the
Fifteen prizes will he awarded
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McDonald, as he recalled
Captain
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place
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One.)
Time, 2:16 12.
arrivals.
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ALBUQUERQUE

EVENING

CITIZEN.

headed by the world's greatest sensaEVENING CITIZEN tion, Yuma (ho Mysttry. and supported by an all star company, eight arts
In all.
Manager .Vatson has clone his
rMU4 ally m wsafcty ly
best to find out wha; Yuma Is but all
TW Citizen Publishing Company the advance aent would say Is that
it Is the greatest mystery ever offered
in vaudeville, lie says Yuma Is seven
ajailo m Bow.' .laao wmttm.
feet one Inch In height, and its weight
252 pounds, ami all this Is in a nx
measuring 22 Inches long, sixteen inches In height and fourteen Inches
wide. ..Well how is It possible for a
man t get Into a box that size, which
Is not higher than a soap box? t dldn t
Pfflalal Paper of Bernalillo County tell you that Yuma Is a man, and I
UTy or Albuquerque.
(Un't say It Is a mechanical doll. All
I claim is that It Is a mystery. Well If
iM
Atoms Dlipitcka.
you are so sure that Yuma Is a man,
Urfart CK) ln4 County CirtulatfM.
I tell you what I wljl do; I am not a
Tkt Lirrwl Nt Muk Clrculitlra.
lirrMt Xtrtir Arlrcm Clrtulttlta. belting man. but'1 If you will bet thai
Yuma is a man,
bet it Is a mechanical doll: if you beet it is a doll 1 11 bet
THM Or tUBCRITIONt
it is a man. and then I bet you that
15 00
W Ml ana rot In aY.nea ......
ao MU. Mr monUi
.M any way you bet you will loose.
No,
........ 100 thank you, I prefer
Waaka? W HiL mm raw.
to wait and see and
a9aty by Carrier, 60c per month satisfy my curiosity.

fill

u

P0OK040004C
Aseptic Paper
Drinking Cups

lirirtlsli. iitt Uide Inot o on Application
a f roc br notifyhia no
MwIWi vfll aanfor
on,
of tho papr.

HAD

not

romittanroo should ho Hdi i il to
(kTlBOM PUOI.IUBIWO Go If PANT, brafts.
. MotonVo and oxpraoo manor ordwro
ho bmso aayabi. to tbo ardor ai tko

aVatembfl

I S3

CHURCH

SOCORRO
COUNTY
RANCHMANBRINGS
BAGS
OF MONEY TO ALBUQUERQUE BANK.

Colorado IS

An elderly native called

WANTED.

205 East Railroad Ave.

Judge Abbott Declares a Recess In Favor of Albuquerque Day.
MANY CIVIL CASES

AKE SET

The Czar Demanded That the
Murder of Peter Slocum
Be Avenged.
United States court is taking a recess today heoau.se it is Albuquerque
day of the territorial lair, and the
judge and the juries are taking in the
festivities.
The work accomplished yesterday
consisted of completion of the empaneling of the United States petit
jury and the setting of a number of
cases on the civil docket. 'The grand
Jury Is hard at work and a number
of returns have been made, but
whether they were true bills or no
bills has not been given out by the
court.
The cases on the civil docket are
as follows:
September 24.
6460 Alexander vs. Ortiz.
com6533 'Lawyers'
Publishing
pany vs, Stingle,
.. 6633--Br- 6ss
Vs. Levy.
65S5 Herrera vs. Salazar.
6672 Dimas vs. Vigil.
6697 Puritan Manufacturing com
pany vs. Toti & Gradl.
6979 Trotter vs. Stingle.
September 25.
6075 Neher vs. Vlvianl.
6535 Melini & Eakin vs. Becker,
6641 Goldschniidt Bros. vs. Dache- chi & Gioml.
September 26.
6552 Fleischer vs. Weidman.
October 1.
6514 Dunbar vs. Curran.
6710 Sandoval vs. Albright.
6843 Marahun vs. Atchison, Tope-k- a
& Santa Ke company.
7141
State Bank vs. Sellers.
October 6.
7148 Baer vs. Lsssigne.
7149 Scruggs vs. Montoyo.
Telles Gets Thirty Years.
Victor Telles, convicted In Valencia county of the killing of Peter Slocum, a subject of the Czar, working
in the logging camps of the American
Lumber company, was yesterday sentenced by Judge Abbott to thirty
years In the penitentiary. The
of the penalty, which was
somewhat of a surprise considering
that the Jury had recommended clemency, was probably due to the fact
that the Russian government had interested Itself in the case and demanded that the murderer of Slocum
be punishel.

TOM CARROLL

CLIMB- THE

HE

IS

LADDER

NOW

SUPERINTENDENT
OF FIRST DIVISION OF
POSTAL TELEGRAPH
COMPANY.

Tom Wl. Carroll, a particular friend
of the business manager of The Evening Citizen, is climbing the laddel

In his chosen profession very fast.
He has Just been appointed superintendent of the first division (the most
important) of the Postal Telegraph
company, which includes t'ne states ot
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
Iowa and Michigan, with headquarters and home in Chicago. Ten
years ago Tom was the popular night
chief operator at the local office. A
few years later he was sent to Denver as chief operator, and six years
ago was transferred to New York city
as electrician.
Three years ago he
was appointed assistant electrical engineer for the entire west, and now
has been rewarded by the Postal company by appointment to one of the
best and largest
divisions in that
company's service.
Here are two other
Postal employes who are likewise
climbing 4 be ladder J. S. Creegan Is
manager of the Los Angeles office
and J. A. Forehand has charge of the
Seattle. Wash., office.
As a dreSSiner for enrp
iiiMilaea an
burns, Chamberlain's Salve Is all that
can be desired. It Is soothing and
healing in its effect. Price 25 cents.
ror saie by an druggists.

NOTICE

FOS PUBLICATION.
(II. E No. 6279 1
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Aug.

CAPT. WRIGHT, THE
RECRUITING

"Jose A. Chaves y Baca," one of
the priests wrote the old man's name,
and from the clothes of the three
were produced bags of gold and gold
and silver certificates.
Father Moag of SaMnal was one
of the reverned gentlemen of the
party. The man with the money was
Jose Chaves y Baca, whom, readers
of The Evening Citizen will remember as the man whom
the Craig
brothers attempted to rob at the Chaves ranch in Soorro county a couple
of months ago. The hold-up- ,
it will
be also remembered, was a failure,
the desperadoes
being frustrated
when they had the Job almost accomplished by one of them being shot.
A few days later the other was cap
tured and Is now In jail at Socorro.
a
robber.
Mr. Baca Is the owner of a large
number of sheep and cattle and for
years has been hoarding his riches
In his house, not caring, to trust it to
the banks. The narrow escape he
had from being robbed by the Craig
brothers, however, hits shown him the
folly of keeping much money in his
bouse, and, guarded by the apostles
of the church, he brought it to a
local bank. The amount which Mr.
Baca deposited could not be learned,
but it is thought to have been many
thousands of dollars.

'
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First SI. and Cold Mvtbuo

Notice Is hernhvJ rvlvon
flint
- '
vuuc LUQ , W i,
lowlng-namerCapt. E. S. Wright, United States of his i intentionsettler has fttoH ntHu
to make final proof
army, who Is recruiting officers in
support or nis ciaim, and that said
charge of the El Pas recruiting sta- in
prooi win De made berore the United
tion, Is In the city, stopping at the
States court rnrnmlifllnna. af Qn. T
fael. N. M..
Ortnhor fi IQfifi
Captain Wright is here In attend- Juan Garcia. on
2d. for the NW
Sec.
ance on the territorial fair and Inci wp. ii n., rt. g w.
identally, for the purpose of securing
He names the following witnesses
enlistments for the army.
to prove his contl
The captain is yet a y.ung man, but on, and cultivation
has seen much active service. His Masedonio Ramirez,of, said land, viz:
regular command Is that of senior of- Jose Rafael Chavez, Ramon Serna,
y
ficer of troop A, FlfBt cavalry. Dur- mvuiujo, an oi nan BIdal Chaves
Karael, N, M.
ing the Spanish-America- n
war, Capt.
MAN UliL R. OTERO.
Wright wae in command of his troop
Register.
In all of the principal engagements in
Cuba, after which he went to trie
Well Worth YrylT.
Philippines where he stayed for three
W. H. Brown, the nnnnlur iw.nal, in
attorney, of I'ittsfleld, Vt.. says: Next
Jars. will
only he in Albuquerque for to a pension, the best thing
He
get lit
a few days and if any of our juiiuk Dr. King's New Life Pills. Motowrites
men feel a desire t know more or "They keep my family in splendid!
Uncle Sam's boys and their life, Cap- health." Quick cure for Headache,
tain Wright will be glad to tell them Constlpntion and Biliousness.
25c.
what he knows aliout the armv and Guaranteed by ull druggists.
army life.
t
b- -

THE

YUMA

ATHENAEUM

COMPANY NEXT WEEK
GOOD
VAUDEVILLE
ORGANIZATION AT ELKS' THEATER,
SEPTEMBER 24 25.

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowna
Gold Filling

Palnlen Extracting

ALL

WORK

gy

U

$6 V"
$1.50 up mf

lT fW

COc

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

GUAR-

ROOM 12, N.
NOTICE

B. F. COPP.

T. ARMIJO BUILDING.

FOR PUBLICATION.

Small Holding Claim.
(No. 701.)

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M..
August 25, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim under sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1821
(2G Stats., 854), as amended by the
act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said prdof will be made
before
the United States court
commissioner t at Albuquerque, N.
M.,
6,
on October
1900,
viz.:
Manuel E. Chavez,
administrator of the estate of Antonio Jose
Chavez, deceased, for the small holding claim No. 701, Sec. 25, Twp. 7 N..
R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Juan Apodaca, Valencia, N. M.;
Benito Arm! jo, Valencia, N. M.; Po- iicarpo Sanchez, Peraita, w. M.; Men-toS, Otero, Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations of
why sucq
the Interior department
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
that submitted bv claimant.
MANUEL . OTERO,
Register.
n

above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

e

Pain From a Burn Promptly Relieved
By Chamberlain'
Pain Balm.
A little child of Michael Strauss of
Vernon, Conn., was recently in great
pain from a burn on the hand, and as
cold applications only increased
the
inflammation, Mr. Strauss came to Mr.
Janus N. Nichols, a local merchant.
tor sonietning to stop trie pain. Mr.
Nichols says: "I advised him to use
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, and the
first application drew out the inflam
mation and gave immediate relief. I
have used this liniment myself and
recommend it very often for cuts,
burns, strains and lame back and have
never known it to disappoint."
For
sale by all druggists.
NEW

snow "every week.

Manager Davis, of the Penny ParSouth Second street, announces a change of program, new
pictures and new songs every Saturday morning. A whol
show for a
lor, 216

penn.--.

o

Starving to Death.
Because her stomach was so weakened by useless drugging that she
not eat. Mrs. Mary H. Walcould
ters, of St. Clair St., Columbus, O.,
was literally starving to death. She
"liy stomach was so weak
writes:
from useless drugging that I could
not eat, and my nerves so wrecked
that I could not sleep; and not before I was given up to die was I Induced to try Electric Bitters; with
the wonderful result that Improvement began at once, and a complete
cure followed " Best health Tonic on
earth. 50c. Guaranteed by all druggists.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREAM

WMnr
mmK

,

Atlanta. Ca.

Meit

NEW Mexico

Capliai end surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200.
Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Orant Bldg.
315 West RaJlroad Are.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening.
On

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

!2!i!k Ql

Lota

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA

ESTATE.

Lot on South Walter,
Location, $350.00.

and Improved Property
Parts of the City.

&
ESTATE

MJaOQUBtRQTJfl,

205 West Gold

K..

LOANS

N.

ML

.....

H.

MCKJH
A. FROST

r.

Caafcier

...

&ATMOU!a

Auto Phone S73

PROFESSIONAL

8ANTA FE RY.

JOSHTTA ft. KATMOUJa

BASHINSKY
AN

&

J

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

in All

XKAJNH

REAL

Solicits

Good

PORTERFIELD CO.
110 Weet Gold Ave.

BACON

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, Pnalbcnt: W. 8. Strlckler. V. P. and
Cashier; W
JohnBon Vsst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. c.
Luna, A. M. Blackwell. Geo. Arnot, O. E. Crolwell

WATCH THIS.

Corner

(jf
MsMeis

QITimcjI&C)

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

REAL ESTATE
REAL

Facllitle

gStosymim Sew

9.

a.M

MMHMMMI

'.I'iES?!''

'

m.

......

AutVx basi Oas4tal
.
Paid Up Oa4UL Bvrytaa fta4 Profrta

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Depository far AtOftkMa, Toyete

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
Hoiiaaieq L.iquor Co
tOU REM' Newly lurnisned rooms tetter patents, trade marks, claims.
c.w..
wun uouiiie ued, Fair week, at reaATTORNEY AT LAW ' Alhiinnoiv
sonable rates. Minneapolis house,
que, N. M. Office, First National
524 South Second -- treet.
BanK Dunning.
FOR RENT FouFrFombMeTnorrh
E. W. Dobson.
ruin street, near electric cars. Inquire W. W. McClellan, 723 North
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
wen mock. Albuquerque, N. M.
.
ounn street.
RE.ViV-Ana.- rt
FOR
ment a in Pur
DENTISTS.
View terrace,
elcht mnmi enh'
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
StCam heated nn,1 nil nfhor mnHnrn
Dental Surneon.
conveniences. II. H. Tllton, room 19,
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
orant Block.
the
Uolden Rule Dry Goods company.
FOR RENT One 3 room house,
Pacific: 2 rooms. 514 Knnth rtrnnH. Both 'phones. Appointments made by
way, uirnished or unfurnished, and man.
Edmund J. Alaer. D. D. S.
modern iurnisnea rooms, upstairs
No. 306 Rallrcfid avenue.
oz south Sevnd street.
Office
8:30 a. m., to 12:i p. m.; 1:30
FOR RENT Cottages and cottage nours,
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462.
Ap
flats, one to five rooms. Very nice. pointments
made by mall.
ly furnished, pianos, etc., to suit
tenants. Mra. Norrls, No. 110 East
PHYSICIANS.
Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
DR. R. L. HUST.
TOR SALE
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
FOR SALE Horse, buggy and har
Tuberculosis
treated with Hieh
ness, (lit! South Edith street
Frequency Electrical
Current and
FOR SALE City lots and houses Germicide. Treatments
given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
cneap, ror casn or payments
nurse
In
attendance. Bofh 'phones.
FOR SALE Fire wood at the Si!
periJr Lumber and Planing Mill Co
UNDERTAKER.
Foil SALE Roosevelt house; sixteen Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
rorms, furnisned. $S00, if taken at
A. BORDERS.
once.
Commercial Club Building. Black
FOR SALE Fine driving mare; also
and White Hearse, $5.
second-han- d
surrey. 1123 Tigeras
ARCHITECTS.
Road.
FOR SALE Adairy of 1 2 "good Jer
F. W. Snencer and V. (". Wnlllntr.
,
sey cows. Apply at 1115 Norti ford. Rooms
Barnett building,
Arno street.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
rim SALE A
CIVIL ENGINEER.
flat neatly furnished, in down town
district. Address XX, Citizen.
J. R. Farwell.
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
b'OR SALE
A handsome Hardman
piano. In fine condition and almost
NOTARY PUBLIC.
new, at a bargain.
For particu
can
lars,
at this office
Thos. K. D. Maddlion.
Office with W. B. Childers 117 Wont
FOR SALE My general store. Rare
cnance for someone to secure an Gold avenue.
established business.
Address
RODERICK STOVErt, E. E.
M., Fuehlitos, N. M.
tOR SAI.K Improved poultry ranch Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Agent for Fairbanks. Morse & Co.
near in. Price, $3,800. Inquire at
the Molitor Poultry ranch, Southern Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
avenue, near railroad track.
wis west Railroad avenue. AutoFOR SALETexas CaTisbTdnneral matic 'phone, 179.
water. Sold by the grocers and drugEXAMINER OF TITLES.
gists. Sanip.8 and testimonials at
llti West Coal avenue. W. V.
H. R. WHITINR
sole agent.
No. 119 South Second Street, First
s"t a b
FO RS A LE A wel
Ished geii-era-l
National Bank building.
merchandise store, doing good
Albuquerque, N. M.
business, in good country town;
Examiner and abstracter nf land
g'od reasons for selling; store titles, including those of Spanish and
E
building and dwelling for rent or .uejuiau origin.
sale. I', o. box 21.
MERCHANT TAILORING
FOR SALE One Buffalo .scale,
1
iiiarble counter, 1 ice box, capacity
1 ton, 1 Ice machine, 6
horse power UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
engine, 1
ower boiler, 2
RAILROAD
AVENUE,
BAMO.
steam water pumps, 1 Buffalo meat
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
chopper, 1 bone grinder, 1 sausage
....... stuffer. racks anil hooks, at Tony
j
"ft a v mo uj,
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad aveMichelhach's, Old Town.
TOR SALE The Minneapolis House, nue, where I solicit the patronage of
at a bargain.. Must be sold. Forty-- f the public.I AH work guaranteed first- nir rooms, all newly furnished, rlAS fid hnva lia flf..i i.aa ra av.
painted and papered. The best pay- nerienCA in tha ltnalnna Quit, tnaito
ing property In Albuquerque. Any to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
otter acceptable. Call or address C. repaired. The specific I use will not
Ladies' garments
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House, Injure the cloth.
also cleaned and walking skirts made
Albuquerque, N. M.
to order. Give me a trial.
FOR SALKeTTeTal
inercha ndlse
O. BAMBINL
business on the El Paso and Southwestern In eastern
New
Mexico.
The Breath of Life.
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine
It's a significant fact that the
party.
right
exfor
Can
strongest, animal of its size, the gor- X
plain good reason for selling.
A
illa, also has the largest lungs. Pow
cality healthiest in New Mexico.
erful lungs mean powerful creatures.
inquiries to this paper.
How to keep the breathing organs
Dyspfpmu is AmerHi's curse. Bur- right should be man's chlefest study.
dock BKod Bitters conquers dyspep- Like thousands of others, Mrs. Ora A.
sia every time. Il drives out impuri- Stephens, of Port Williams. O., has
ties, tones the stomach, restores per- learned how to do this. She writes.
fect digestion, normal
Three iMittles of Dr. King's New
weight
ami
good health.
Discovery stopped my cough of two
years and cured me of what my
Stop at Moon Studio and see our friends thought consumption. O, It's
new stock of picture moulding pur- grand for throat and lung troubles."
chased by Mr. N. L. Kemmerer. We iuaranteed by all druggists.
Price.
do only first class work in framing.
50c and $1.00. Trial bottle free.

own

MM AAA Aa
ii.fUIMVai
. .$69,00.
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Railway Ooaapasty

STA TE NA TIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, .

. .

$100,000.00
22,000.00

a

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the Wond

1
We Want Your

Banking Business

DIRECTORS
Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. MIera.
D. H. arns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

O. N.

6--

1

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citi- zen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read. m

tiiihiubi i in

se

f

Ad-dre-

I

Wholesale Grocers

i
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"OLD RELIABLE."

L.

fc

ut

Rfln,ftIfol.lT9

CO..

WANTED Dining room girl. Apply at
Columbus Hotel.
Apply 000
WANTED Good cook
North Fourtn street.
WANTED Canvasser and solicitor
at once. Addres J. B. this office.
WANTED A girl for general housework; small family. 519 West
avenue
A girl to do general
WANTED
Call at ence at No. 615 West
Copper avenue.
WANTED Help furnished and employment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Abraham's Employment Agency, F.
109
L. Colburn, proprietor,
West
Silver avenue. Auto, phone 270.
VVANTlw A man to do road work.
Good salary. Apply at once. 2164
soutn second street,
WANTED Position as all around
cook or lunch man; in city or out.
Address B. B.. Citizen office.
WANTED
Clerk lor general merchandise, store; must speak Spanish with good recommendation. Address g., this office.
VV A N T E D
n s fa ment collector
f of
merchandise accounts; good salary
and expenses. Address Globe Com
pany, 72.1 Chestnut. St., Phlla., Pa.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-ban- d
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
VVA NTED
Engine tr w an ted kt once
capable of handling both steam and
electrical end of small light plant
Work light; state wages evpected
Address 1'. S. C. Citizen office.
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Inquire at
.tun North Broadway
FOR- REN f Pleasant front rooms for
housekeeping.
Rent
reasonable
Close In. Corner of Sixth street and
itauroad avenue.
FOR RENT Saloon in good location
in city; nxtures and everything
ready for business. Apply to Con- 1

Is to love children, and no home
can be completely happy with-othem, yet theordeal through
which lh expectant mother
mu"pas usually is so full of suffering-dangtr and fear that she looks forward
o tb. cm ical hour with apprehension
nd oread. Mother's Friend, by its pene
trating and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
all liDpleasant leelings, and so prepares the system for the
ordeal that she passes through
the cvtot safely and ith but
little sufleri tu'. as number have la'M
testified and said, "it 13 worth
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
Book containing
bottle of druggists.
valuable information mailed free.

Words that would plainly tell of
merits of the opening program of
season, commencing
the theatrical
Monday and Tuesday September 21 23,
vould seem to be a brag of a press
agent.
If
n. can rely on the critics
of lading dailies throughout
the
country, the list of features on ibis
program will U- - sufficient to arouse
the keenest interest. The Yuma Athenaeum company has bet n hooked to
oien the coming reason, ami .Manager
Mat son speaks of the company only
as it deserves, the best vaudeville or-- i
ganizutiou traveling. The company is IhE BRAOflUD RtGlUTOR
1h

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

A

1JVO.

A LBUQUERQUK

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

use-wor-

PHARMACY

ALVARADO

Albuquerque's banks yesterday, accompanied by two Catholic priests, and
said that he would like to make a de-

DISTRICT COURT

bytho

Sold

at one of

posit.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

thouid be working for you?
wouid plidly lend you money
'.vt3 wcnld ike to buy your horse?
who would buy an Interest In your business?
who would buy that lot of ground?
who would buy your old bicycle?
wk

'h'

5c3 for 10c

APOSTLES OF THE

BY

II

with names and addresses
who are
of people
"Neccessary
to You Prosperity

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
GUARDED

i

Citir.cn Want Ads. Furnish you

Uya

For Invalids
Tourist and
School Children

HOUSE

Mtmotofr
TWO

of the man
of the man
of the n in
of the man
of the man
of the man

I

GOLD IN HIS

BANK IfrSTITUTIONS

n

ii
Til
DO YOU WANT THE
.

20, 1906,

NAME AND ADDRESS

Health Insurance in iU
Cheapest Form

...

Tn iim CmriK orill bo dolnnt-- In tho
Mf at aa Ira rmu of 10 mu par wook. m far M CHAVES
monthly.
nm (w Math. frboa Md

i

"wnjLwT, Bt.KlE.MBEK

'

.

a PUTNEY

ESTABLISHED

THE WHOLESALE

1S73.

I

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUL".

04400K0K0K
J.

C.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

BALDRTDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, loo..a best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDiNu PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEX.

SHER.UAN-WILLIAM-

S

3

0
2

I

0

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

20. 1906.

OLD

JEWELS

UMIWIEIBSIITY MSII&lrilTS

AN ANCIENT FAMILY CUSTOM

FREE AUTO RIDE TO AND FROM PROPERTY
Office Rooms 9 and 1 1, Cromwell Block

'
Only $5.00 Down, Balance $5.00 per Month, No Interest.

Tiaras. Brooches and Pings of the
Ancient Hapsburg House Co to
Bride of Don Jose E. Chaves.
'ost, Sept. 18.
in the
an nnciunt precedent
hoii?e of Chaves, once of Spain, now
of New Mexico, certain rare anil coRt-lfamily Jewels are presented to the
i.ride of the eldest son on her wedding
day,
he hers until her eldest son
shall marry.
Away back in the times when the
Chaves family had a whole hand In
tho fmlitlml Die of Snain and Its sons
were caballeros high In favor with the
kinz th! custom was begun. Anu
though Don Jose E. Chaves, the presprosa.ic
ent head of the house, is awill
give
broker In New York city, he
after the manner of his
tim iuun
ancestors, with his heart and hand, to
nrettv
i
j Ella Bereer who became nis

0

--

My

y

MARKET LETTER

MELINI
:

.and A gents for

Roofing Tile

Partition Tile

And other standard
too numerous to m

Hollow Block

Sewer Pipe
Wall Coping

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

FORTY-EIGHT-

.... Albuquerque, N. M.

West Railroad avenue, is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, tre.t corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicur
own preparation
ing. Mrs. Bambini
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and U guaranteed not to be injurious.
She also prepares a hair tonic that
cures and prevents dandruff and nalr
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of theje preparations are pureiy
vegetable compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for treatment
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
It is also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage

200

WAS A VERY SICK BOY
Colic,
But Cured by Chamberlain's
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
"When my bov was two years eld
be had n very severe attack of bowel
comi laint, but by the use of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Honied v wo brought bim out all right,"
kivs Macttln Hickox of Midland, Mich.
This remedy can be depended upon luj
the, most severe cases, fcvpn cnoier.i
infantum is cured by it. Follow the
pi v.it prin'e.l directions and a cure is
er'.a.ii. IV" r sale Ly all druggist?.

Sept. 20, 1906.

THE

HENRY WIEGOLD,

Lumber, Glass. Cement and Rex

First and Marquette

AS A SPECIAL

'

lrriru-Iwnt-

It

nt of
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v
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DOORS OPEN

No
t.ihH hiuI b'U
Women fUUl

f.r
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finrm-ll- fe
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FOR SALE BY

CHEMICAL

Moon Studio tnd see our
of picture moulding purWe
chMsed )y Mr N. L. Konunerer.
work in framing.
du t nly

ihw

co..nf4,u,

ANN & SON.

AT 9 O'CLOCK.

Si(; at

!

1 per hut
nmin
Iv mull. ttulil hi ilriitfirlala.
t

-

BitM--

firbt-clas-

s

Rooting

INDUCEMENT

to those who are anxious to hare a
cis range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Ga Range No. 52-1$21.00. Terms, $5 cash and 4 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Gas Range, No.
$22.50.
Terms, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each p jchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's suoscrlp-uo- q
to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
25-1- 6,

6

f

CORNER 4th AND GOLD

HOLLENBEZGK

TO

hotel

Los Angeles, Calif.

Courtesy and attention to
Your friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
guests Is a pleasure to us.
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

LOCATION

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beeches are welcome to
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.
DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

oooooooooooo

J

Attention, Fair Visitors!
Japanese and Chinese Chinaware and Handkerchiefs

MEXICAN DRAWN WORK
AND INDIAN CURIOSITIES

SilSKlrl SAM KEE
NO. 2IS SOUTH SECOND STREET.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. 8. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

Z

9Ort0K9O0K99

WILLIAM BAUMAN

I.HV ''",!73

Fttote

Albuquerque, New Mextco

kok

Corner Gold Avenue and Second Street

.

M

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

guarantee you full value for your money.
If you need glasses call on our Mr. S. T.
Vann; appointments can be made in
the store.

d

-

YEAR

H

j

&

U

NEW MEXICO

BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT

Jewelry and

Swearingen. Amarillo
842 pounds, $2.25.
Mixed Wrestling Bout for the
H. C. Rynearson, HinKins. Texas
21 rows. 832 imiinds. $2.15; 15 calves.
the
of
Championship
183 pounds, $5.25.
Bet
a
Side
Southwest,
and
169
R. A. Morris, Texico, N. M
of $250 each. Between
calves. 135 pounds, $5.60; 146 calves,
179
259 calves.
258 pounds. $4.25;
pounds. $3.90.
Wednesday, Sept. 12.
Sales of Arizona lambs:
The Santa Fe Machinist,
Cosney & P.. Flagstaff 1063 lambs.
66
and
72
pounds. $7.60; 974 lamlis.
pounds $7.50.
Utah lambs this week. $7.2MTi t."0.
Colorado lambs. $7.25S ".'.
The Brooklyn Strong Boy
"To Cure A Felon."
says Sam Kendall, of I'hllllpsburg.
Kin., "just cover it over with Buck- The bout will be decided by the
len's Arnica Salve and the Salve will
the first
r,,
An iha
rent
nnrn for best two in inree Tans
Roman, the second caten
Ilurns. Sores. Scalds, Wounds, Piles. Graeco
,
and toss for choice in the
Salt Rheum, ChRpiied Hands, catch-canSore Feet and Sore Eyes. Only :'Sc third.
at all druggists.
50c and $1.00
RESERVED SEATS
$150
BOX SEATS
$2.00
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS STAGE SEATS
Thty otrriitnie Weioii-nOn Sale at Mation's or at Box Office
mm utiilNMi,in it ire
i'r Thursday
p
or in
stnu u&iiimi
evening.
tinstl. " 1 ln y uitHardin
18 cows

-
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Thursday Evening,! We handle fine goods in all lines, and J

No. $3.75.

-

SANTA FE,

Optical Goods

at her parlors.

of whlckles

ds

tlon.

But sell the straight article as received by us from the- best Vineries,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect onr
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
issued to dealers only.

Drugs, Stationery

Elks' Opera House

tor-n-

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS

All visitors to the city are cordially
invited to call at our storejwe
are dealers in

biuiu,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

W. H. McBRA ER'8
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,

Vann Mercantile Co.

7 BIG ACTS 7

GIOMI.

YELLOW8TONE,
GREEN RIVER,

Elks Opera House

Mystery

Successors to
and BACHECHI

& EAKIN,

Have been appointed exclusive agents
In the Southwest for
' JOS. S. HLITZ,
WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOUIS A. B. C
BREWERIES.

Fair Visitors Invited to See Samples

YUMA

Liquor Co.

We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete

ar

e

Treasurer.

Wines, Liquors & Cigars

Contractors for all kinds of Brick Work. Estimates
Cheerfully Given. Brick Mantles a Specialty.

Common Brick
Face Brick
Red Brick
White Brick
Buff Brick

O. Bachechi,

Consolidated

Face and Common Brick

....

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

J. D. Eakln, President.
G. Gloml, Vice President

Albuquerque Pressed Brick & Tile Go.

Special Correspondence.
Kansas City. Mo., Sept. 17. The
caule supply last week was C5.000
head, including 7,000 calves; market
MANUFACTURERS OF
higher on grass killing
10 15c
steers; stockers and feeders steady;
cows weak; veal calves 25&0c high
er. Demand was good irom an sour
ces, and the receipts were cleaned up
close at the end of the week. Supply
today is 22,000 head, largest Monday's supply this fall by several
thousand, and indicating a heavy run
balance of the week. Buyers were m
lirldH tr.il a v.
morning, as
receptive mood
This romance "began last year, when receipts have been this
moderate all this
.Iosb rhaves was called to tieien,
active at
M
by the death of his father, Don month, and trade today is
stockers and feeders
Kfiinp the Pierpont Morgan of New steady prices, strength.
Some of the
some
Miss Berger at that time showing
Mexico
at
McKay, Colorado, killing steers
was interested in philanthropic work. $4.50
last week were not as good
and Don Jose Boon persuaded her that as thelatesame
steers three weeks ago
he was a worthy object for her phtl at $4.75, showing
onty a smaii oecuue
anthropy.
in that time. Colorado cows today
The wedding was to be oh. so are
Manufactareri
selling at $2.40 to $3.15, including
Manufacturers of
quiet. The two planned to come to
$J.40BJ4.uu;
feeders
grades;
Denver and be married at St. Mark s all
killing steers
who has stockers $3.253.85:
by Rev. C. Irving Mills,
Shipments from Coloknown the bride ever since she was in $3.654.25.
moving freely. Panpinafores. .The party arrived in Den rado are now coming
also;
liberally
are
ver Monday and stopped at the Brown handles
horned stockers at $3.003.60; cows
hotel.
$2,250)3.00.
bulls $2.002.25; veal
The ceremony took place at 5:30
strone today at $3.506.25, In
o'clock tns afternoon. About twenty calves
eluding all weights. Supply of calves
Kiiests were present. Miss Berger is
this time last year was to per ceni
accompanied by her parents, Col. and at
than it is now. and unless
Mrs. William Berger, and ner sister, heavier
more calves come in prices will
Miss Edna Berger.
upwards, especially on light
From Denver the two will go to mount
weights. Trade in country grades
New York and there Don Jose will
week was heaviest of the season,
present his bride with the Jewels last
going out, market on
750
wiiich have been handed down to the them carloads
strong today, with a good atbrides of the family .or the past two tendance of country buyers.
hundred years.
Mutton receipts were moderate last
Heavy ruby eardrops, set in gold week
at 30,0041 head, supply today
tracery, the work of Moorish artisans 10,000.
The market advanced 10 to
diamond brcoches of Castillian work 15 cents on all kinds last week, al
inanshlp; turquoises, sapphires, emer though on Wednesday lambs sold 20
alds all these are in the collection of to 30 cents higher than close of the
rare heirlooms, whii.ii is valued at previous week, making $8,000 for a
J 100.000.
four-clot of Utahs weighing 6$
When Senora Joseflta Chaves, the pounds, highest price ever recorded
gave
she
Don
Jose,
died,
mother of
on the river. Prices are weak to 10c
the Jewels into her son s keeping,
lower today, fair to good lambs at
be
to
his
bride
them to
yearlings for slaughter at
although her son was at that time $7.007.65,
$5.75. for the country $5.50. killing
heart-wholhas
He
and fancy free.
wethers $5.005.40, ewes $4.805.25,
kept (hem in a vault In a New Y'ork breeding ewes $4.755.50, feeding
cupid
awaiting
bank,
the time when
lambs $6.006.2o. The demand calls
should decide to whom they were to for large receipts now, and liberal
given.
be
runs prove a benefit to trade by getAside irom their intrinsic value, the ting out a full line of buyers.
Office and Salerooms 110 South Second Street
antiquity
jewels, on account of their
rings
Among
are
them
are priceless..
and bracelets which have bedecked
STOCK SALES
grande
dames "of
the white hand of
Spain at court in the time of Charles
II., the last Spanish king of the house
Stock Yards. Kansas City, Sept. 14
of Hapsburg.
Representative sales of Panhandle
When the Bourbon Phillip V. ascended the thrcne of Spain troublous cattle and calves this weeK at Kan
times came to the house of Chaves, sas City:
Opening of the Season
Snurlock & Roberts, Hlegins, lex
loyal to the Hapsburg cause, and in
24
642
52
$3.00;
pounds,
heifers,
as
Spanish
succession that
the war of the
.. 1.. .O TE . I.Q nnn.o
.'O.
!.
kept Spain in a turmoil for years the
4
hulls, 1,100 Monday and Tuesday. Sept. 24-2- 5
883
pounds,
$2.50;
leading
cause,
and
family espoused the
pounds,
$2.25.
America,
when the war ended came to
cows,
844
Owner. Texas 101)
settling where Belen, N. M., now is. pounds,
$2.95.
The family took a leading part in
The Yuma Athenaeum Company
E. R. Claunch. Tucumcarl. N. M.
New Spuin as it had in the old.
977
$3.50.
pounds,
23
steers,
Cisco Xavier Chaves, the
L. B. Clay. Tucumcarl, N. M. 30
of Don Jose, was the last
Headed by the World's Greatest Sensation
governor of New Mexico under Span- steers, 752 pounds, IJ.ZO.
M.
N.
Tucumcarl,
W.
Williams.
J.
ish rule and the first under Mexican.
807 pounds, $2.G0.
Jose Chaves, his son, was tne last gov 34 W.cows,
Canadian, Texas 26
ernor under Mexican rule and Felipe cows, J.939Khatza,
1
pounds, $2.60.
v. haves,
father of Don Jose, who was
9
calves,
150 heifer
Texas
Owner,
governmarried today, was offered the
orship under American rule, but re 300 pounds, $4.10.
T. D. Hobart, Canadian, Texas 87 The only act or its kind in the world, supported
fused, preferring private life.
$2.80; 1 bull, 1530
Don Felipe was a banker, owner of cows. 909 pounds,
by an All Star Vaudeville Company
4 hulls, 1405 pounds,
a large store and Immense herds of pounds, $2.50;
$2.25.
cattle and sheep. He prosiered fF. Newcomber. Higglns, Texas 25
inancially and about ten years aga resteers, 1027 pounds, $3.50.
tired from active life.
Win. Redfern, Canyon City, Texas
He was passionately fond of music
33 steers. 770 pounds. $3.05.
and his home in Belen wan filled with
lexas i
Bert WilBon, Pampa,
instrume'iits of every kind. Pianos cows,
Prices-50- c,
925 pounds, $2.50.
75c, $100
were his special favorites and he posOmrtlll Bros.. Benonine. Texas 27
sessed seven, with the most expensive
851 iinunds. 12.25: 23 cows. 706
mechanical piano players for each. nnai
Seats on saie at JiatsoD a
$2.50.
Violins, guitars, mandolins and even pounds
E t! Williams, Dalhart, Texas 11 September 22, at 9 o'clock,
In his
accordions were represented
steers. 947 pounds, $3.35; 19 cows,;
collection, and he had special rroms 822
nnunds. 12.60.
ex
in
presented
will
P.
be
built for his Instruments.
Yuma
S.
1
S. W. Callahan, Clauds, Texas
Don Felipe died April 11, 1H05. the heifers,
actly the same performance as ap523 pounds, $2.85; 3 heifers,,
peared by Command, before the Roy- richest man in New Mexico. Don Jose 873 pounds, $2.70;
2
bulls. 1410
Family of England, December
al
and his sister, Manuelita M. Chaves, pounds,
$2.15; 12 calves, 205 pounds,
13, 195.
Inherited the wealth.
30 calves, 312 pounds, $3.75.
$4.75;
Dm Jose is an excellent business
Cal Merchant, Panhandle, Texas 4
man himself and has amassed a for
pounds, 3.6o; 10 rows, 862
steers.
tune of $5(tO,oiHl by his own efforts He pounds, 995
$2.40.
has resided in New York City for a
C. E. Epps, Canyon City. Texas
nuiiilier of years past and is a member It steers,
952 pounds, $3.15; 5 calves,
of the athletic and tennis clubs there 228
1
pounds. $4.25.
mid the crack Seventh regiment. New
Texas 16
Hereford.
H.
Wilson,
J.
York National guards.
After a trip cows, 819 pounds, $2.4o; 27 calves.
to Europe, Mr. and Mrs. Chaves will ' 148 pounds. $5.00;
calves, 250
69
n.ake their home in New York.
pounds, $4.00; 6 calves. 330 pounds,

n

Mrs. Bambini,

2

ONLY $25.00 TO $150.00 PER LOT

American Queen Will Wear
the Heirlooms of the
House o( Chavez.

Kiom IHnver

PAGE THREK

Mesideimce Lots &jzU

INHERITS A FORTUNE
IN

EVENING CITIZEN.

NEIB

POSTOfFICE

En!SI Mormon

Conference
at Salt Lake City

For above occasion the SANTA FE will sell tickeU to
Salt Lake City and return for one fare of $33.10.
Tickets on Sale September 28and 29, 1906.
r. E. PURDY, Agent.

fAGC

ALBUQUERQUE

FOtr.

Till ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

TERRITORIAL MATTERS OF
MUCH PASSING INTEREST
g
6

EVENING CITIZEN.

.

S MARRIAGE.
In

MISS CORA

Miss

W.

H

Mrs. K.

with

In

of
iio;n

KUIiard

lit

(iml

In

THIS STORE SENDS GREETING
TO THE FAIR VISITORS
Hats

.ling

ar-

if

Sh oes

ev-

1o nay

looked very
of Die
Rev.

suc-

QUALITY
COMPARE
OUR GOODS
YOU HAVE BEEN
OF
WE INVITE
OUR GOODS
OUR BAKERY.
MADE FROM
MATERIAL I A
SANITARY
BAKE
MODERN

nu-

which

life.

a

in

voice on

of

Miss

in

beau-

Va

cream-colore- d

at
Leen

Is

room,

"her

In

Mr.

shak-

Odd

In

who

Mrs.
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Albuquer-quea- n

was

is by no

KCLAIRES,
dozen
CHOCOLATE SQUARES,
dozen
COCOAXUT SQUARES,
dozen
MARS,
dozen
DOUGHNUTS,
LARGE
CAKK
LARGE COCOANUT
OR
DATE
CAKE
MEDIUM CAKES
SMALLER CAKES

a

only

of

Meadow
In

AND
flees

g,

I

postmus-

K.

-

lf,

E.

V.

post-

me-

in

I,

Mexico

will not

W

Rowe,

in

office

30c

CREAM

in

Cow

30c
15o

way

Autumn Neckwear

50c
50c

50c
40c
25c

We
good
and it Is

3, 1905.

wool

prod-

$ln.oo

il

$8.00

T.unn

$10.00

1, 1906.

$12.00

POTATO SALAD.
ROILED SMOKED
VEAL LOAF.

M.

CHIPPED REEF.

BACA LOSES SHEEP.
Baca and son are at Kosweil looking

ROILED

ifter their sheep business, the father having been sum
from Canada on account of Ihe son having dif
with the native herders, some of whom have
threatened to kill him, says the Roswel! Record. A native who lives in the "Chihuahua" suburb of Roswell
deserted a herd of Mr. Baca's sheep, causing the loss of
some fifty head worth seven dollars a head. This herder had been paid $82.50 in advance and had worked
about a month and a half, when he deserted the sheep,
still owing Mr. Baca about $45. Over this incident the
whole trouble arose with other herders, and the father
came with the idea that he would, either .get American
herders or move his entire flock of sheep out of
While there Is a strict law against the deser
tion of sheep by the herders, Mr. Baca says there is no
hope of securing a conviction on account of the natives
all banding together against the one witness for the
prosecution. In this particular case, however, he has
the check which was paid the herder, showing the date
when the advance payment was made, and perhaps will
prosecute.
".

IELL

Furniture - Crockery Ranges

SALAMI SAUSAGE.
KOSHER RING.

KOSHER WEINER.
KOSHER BOLOGNA.
SMOKED REEF.
SMOKED TONGUES.

Jaffa Grocery

During the week we will make a
present of a fine
d
plate
to every customer making cash purchases to the amount of $1.00;
only one plate to each person,
come promptly

Co.

.

- DEATH OF; PATROCINIO LUNA.
"
telephone message received by The Evening Citizen this morning from Los Lunas announced the death
of Patrocinio Luna, one of the most prominent citizens
of Valencia county, which occurred at Bosque, the Luna
home, twenty miles south of Los Lunas, on the 15th of
the month. The funeral took place on lust Monday, interment being1 made at Sabinal. Brlght's disease waa
the cause of his demise.
The deceased was for many years one of the leaders of the republican party In Valencia county and occupied many offices of trust in the county government.
He was sheriff of the county for eight years, probate
judge for four years and a member of the county board
for eight years. The deceased was 63 years of age. He
is survived by four children, three sons and a daughter,
J. M. Luna, probate clerk of Valencia county, Tonias
Luna, Antonio Luna and Miss Adelina Luna.
.

'Good Things to

filled the

Mail orders

same day

I

"The SmaitSet"

A

and you too get their
clothes cleaned and
pressed at

a

hand-painte-

Fat"

ARE RECEIVED.

1 HEY

A

Jrls,

Have you seen Yuma, the Mystery?
It can talk!
It can walk!
hut!
Is It an Automation?
It la a man?
who?
Yuma, the Mystery.

s

In

ex-le- nt

k

Jrfi

c.

GO TO THE

Merchants Cafe
Best Meals in Town-

o

Henry
Strong
wrestling
Thursday
Tuesday

ADAMS

8M

Wall street quotes the market prices of ten mines
Arizona aggregating $150.000, i, which these ten
mines may be nold for any day in the market. All the
mines -- nut only these ten of Arizona were assessed
last year at about A per cent of what the ten could be
sold for on the market any day of the year. All the
mines of Arizona are assessed this year at about-per
cent of what the owners of the ten mines can sell for.
How many taxpayers in Apache county pay taxes on
There is at least one good thing about Mr. Hearst, only 8 per cent .if their property? There's the "rub."
bays an eastern republican exchange the money he Si. Johns, Ariz., Herald.
ttpeuda In politics is his own. It is not contributed by
corporations or men hoping for favors. Moreover, the
.laiiits Cnx. a ii'uiiiim-nlancli owner, was killed ty
people know Just what he stands for, as he has the liKlnuiiiK Tuesday morning at 7 o'clock on Black river,
moat satisfactory publicity bureau known to political about thirty miles wen of Carlsial.
Hla horse wa
history.
killed under him. lie and a number of other cowmen
were out on a ranch when the btorm came up. The
The people if Guadalupe county, New Mexico, are others galloped Into Die runch limine, not noticing Cox,
waking great preparations for a fair to be held in Sauia an he was riding a bucker and waa going slowly. Cox
Hum on September 25 and 26. The celebration will be was about
years old und well known In Eddy comity
Liiowa as the "Guadalupe county fair and festival."
where he was popular.

Fat

P.MATTEUCCI

B. K.

Twenty years from now the centennial anniversary
of the beginning of the railroads will be celebrated. The
railroads have ueen with us only eighty years. It is
difficult to realize this fact while contemplating the
and comfort of travel possible today. The Four-TracNews make the claim, and will not be disputed
iu It, that railroads have revolutionized the world, com
luercially, socially ami intellectually.

SOWS
STlOlr$'S
House
mshers

Brown's

Some Idea of the work that will be put up In the
new laundry may be had by the following figures, showW. Silver Avt.
Auto. Phone 270
ing the number of pieces of linen soiled and washed on
the Illinois Central system every month: Napkins,
tablecloths, 30,000; aprons, 10,000; jackets, C000;
towels, 50.000; cooks' caps, table felts, sheet slips and
miscellaneous, 2,000. This covers the laundry for thirty-tw- o
standard dining, cafe, buffet and cafe library cars,
eleven officers' working cars, one pay car and five eating stations, Chicago, Champaign, Decatur,
DEALER IN
SAYS ROAD WILL BE BUILT.
and Memphis. It is a rule to keep everything clean,
Women's
and ChildMen's,
P.
E.
Theuer, foreman of the El
and as an illustration of this rule on the run of a single
ren's Fine Shoes
dining car between Chicago and New Orleans there are railroad yards at Carrlzozo, N. M., said to a reporter
'toiled 600 napkins, 220 tablecloths and 100 small doilles for the New Mexican at Santa Fe, the other day, that
First Chts RpairirgSpcia'ty
o say nothing of waiters' and cooks' caps, aprons and It is only a question of time when the proposed line will
All Work Guaranteed
be built to Dawson via Ijis Vegas. He said that the
coals.
No.
103
North Plrat Street
survey had been completed some time ago and the railThe celebration of the Jewish New Year, which be- road officials were only waiting until they had everygan today, will probably be world-wid- e
in its extent, thing in readiness before throwing dirt. He is of the
'itils celebration is a festival and not a fast. It ap- opinion that it will be built and in operation within the
proaches the character of the American Thanksgiving next two years. Practically all of the coal and coke
day. Id which feasting is the chief feature of observ- shipped out of Dawson, which la the northern terminus
ance. In this country it is customary that countless of the El Paso & Southwestern railroad, goes to the
chickens, ducks, geese and other fowls be consumed smelters in Arizona owned by the same capitalists who
In preparing the menus. The Koscher butchers have are connected with the railway company.
the exclusive privilege of preparing the fowls in the orREWARD FOR MISSING MAN.'
thodox way for the Jewish market. In New York city
Through Pinkerton's national detective agency Geo
the present feast came very near to being a fast, for
"dene same Koscher butcherB went on a strike. Accord- C. Wing, Jr., No. 1206 Columbine street. Denver, Colo.,
ing to long established rules an allowance of one cent offers $100 reward for the discovery of the body of Na
per fowl Is made for the killing according to the Kosc- hum Morril Wing, dead or alive. The missing man
This tax heretofore was not paid to the men mysteriously disappeared from his home in Denver on Funeral Director and Licensed Embalmer
her rules.
who did the actual work, but to the dealers, who have September 4. 1906, since which time no trace of him
- 1B
Phnn Automatic
Colorado, Blk 209
formed a trust and completely control the market. A has been found. He Is aged 35 years, Is 5 feet IVt
jhort time ago the Koscher butchers demanded that the inches in height and weighs from 130 to 135 pounds. Cornar Fifth and Railroad Avanua
tax should be paid to them and not to the trust. The He has three moles on his right cheek, scar on body
matter was compromised at the last minute and there from operation for appendicitis, of very nervous temperament, may wear nose glasses and has habit of
Albuquerque to
vaa no scarcity of fowls in the market today.
etery limy
standing erect with hands in hip pockets. Photograph
In Ihe krrt
crpf Sunday. InHI Paso Herald:
The annual territorial fair is in may be seen at The Evening Citizen office.
quire mt
full awing at Albuquerque. Many FJ Pasoans will visit
Andremt Horn- -'
MERELY IN FUN.
the fair during the week, and will regret that we have
lark,
era's teat
A great many readers of the Optic have enjoyed the
no such annual entertainment.
The annual fair at Al
el. 21 1 W. bold
Avenue.
iaclotis account, republished in the Optic, of the man
buquerque Is made the occasion of many territorial conventions, board meetings and other formal and informal ner iu wmcn Alfred Henry Lewis, in thj old days, got
gatherings. As years go by, the people of the territory out an issue of this paper. Mr. Ij'wls, in his merry
will lend more and more to 'run up to Albuquerque mood, Impartially roasts the city officials, the saloon
men, the' citizens of Ijis Vegas aud the native people. If,
for fair week" us a means of keeping in touch with
through the territory. Such un institution not only however, any readers should imbibe the notion that Mr.
helps to keep the people of Albuquerque alive to the Lewis meant anything he said about the Mexicans, the
Idea would be quickly banished if he could lead the
Interests or their city, and in a mood for effective
effort, but It also brings real benefit to those many aide articles Mr.
has written since he left
who attend the gathering, by showing them what others New Mexico commending the many noble qualltie., ot
are doing In developing the resources of the territory. the native people id' New Mexico. Daily Optic.
90.-00- 0;

Underwear from $1.00 Suit to $7.50 Suit.

HAMS.

FULL LINE OF CHEESE.
CER VALET AnSAGE.
A

moned
ficulty

or congress, very much curtails the privilege of railways
to engage in other lines of business, such as production
of coa and traffic In the same. But here is a branching
out Into a pew line by the Illinois Central, with which
the new law will not be able to find fault.
It Is said that in A short time that road will put
Into operation In Chicago, a modern laundry. In which
vwUl be washed all the linen used on. the 4,375 miles I
that system. Up to this time only part of the lluen ua
been washed at terminals and A Considerable part has
been Bent to private laundries. When the new plant Is
opened, washing for the entire system from Chicago to
Now Orleans, St. LouIb, Omaha and St. Puul will be
done in Chicago. The new laundry will cost, with machinery, about $5,000. Nearly everything will be done
by machinery, and these will be "manned" by twenty-Ar- e
'

20, 190C.

Vicente

IN WASHING BUSINESS
The railroad rate bill, enacted by the Jate session

Every time you buy Hosiery you put
your foot in it but does it stay in it?

o
o
Fine Clothing and Furnishings
o
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo o

13,

Lopez,

i,

Men's Hosiery

in

in

n

Shirts
Manhattan and Earl & Wilson ire kept here, Dress
Shirts, Cuffs Attached and Detached are kept here.

on

lyuti.

a. fair association In this territory could command. That
time has well nigh passed. As in the case of Sunday
saloons and wide-opegambling, New Mexico has got
ton beyond the pioneer days. In the last few years
there has been so great an advance In all the material
icterests of this territory stoc k raising, wool growing,
mining, manufactures and agriculture have taken ou so
vigorous an advance, that the old kind of fair can not
much longer he a success. It is, therefore, of prime
importance that I.as Vegas will make a prominent feature of Its exhibit a comparison of the products of dry
farming with those of irrigation, for In both departments San Miguel county can make an excellent

Nettleton Fine Shoes $5.00 to $6.00
Our Own $3.50 to $4.00, none better

23, 1906.

y

of

We select our gloves from the
products of the best makers. The
best Perrin, Dent and Hansom.
See our grand display of Fall
Neckwear. We've all the new shapes
and the silks are exquisite.

dis-

L. Young.

Mrs.
$8,00

Gloves

10c

ETC.

good in

i

15c

O

o
o
0O

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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We have the New Fall Hats
Dunlap, Hawes and Stetson.

o
S

O
O

.rela-

.

her-aclf-

20, 1C06.
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THE JAFFA o
hv
ivc Citizen Publishing Company
BOCKLETT
o
Cora Uocklett, who resided
this city many
o
T. McCREIGHT,
STRICKLER,
years with her mother,
F. Uocklett, and tnen
Grocery Comp'y. o
Business Manager.
removed to Ualltip
the latter, was married, the
(lallup to
Winslow,
other day
llrookmun
THE LAS VEGAS FAIK
the ceremony being performed
of the
the
o
The Citizen ackuow ledges receipt ot complimentary bride's mother.
o
festival,
Vegas fair
nuirriiigc
Gallup
admission tickets to the
its comments regai
the
the
"Good ThinststoEat"
Republican says:
the events aud entertainments
alao programs
o
ranged tor the occasion.
The parlor had been beautifully decorated with
o
thai ergreen and sweet peas and
pretty. The
It auunis The Citlien much pleasure
o
from time immemorial 18 Vegas has always been one guests at the house consisted
immediate
o
Hugsett of the
tives and most intimate friends.
of the largest and most regular contributors to the
THE
cess of the territorial fair other than Albuquerque
Methodist church officiated and spoke th" solemn words
o
WITH TH08E
The exhibits from Las Vegas have never been
joined the young people for
OF
o
merous. Her efforts have chiefly been confined during
white
The bride wore
,sllk dress
handsome
GETTING.
company
competing
o
fire
representation
the years to
trimmed with apiilique, and carried a shower bouquet I
INSPECTION
the diamond. of white sweet peas.
bat and
contests and in battles
o
Hut when it came to sending visitors to the fair, Las
The bridesmaid.
Adelaide Green, wore a
BEST
THE
ARE
o
Vegaa has ever occupied the front seat
the grand tiful
India silk trimmed with French
PERFECTLY
i
o
and, and the spending of Las Vegas money has never lenciennes lace. Louis Kuchenbeckcr acted as best
free to man. After the ceremony the company retired to the
stinted. In this connection. The Citizen
o
8HOP.
Vegas that the dining
say that Albuquerque owes it to
where a sumptuous supper was served.
o
patronage of the territorial fair shall Later
many years of
evening a reception was tendered
and
now be recognized in full measure, pressed down,
lirookman
guests
Fellows hall, and nlout
PUFFS, per dozen
en together and running over. Let every
were present and the time was spent
o
dancing and
CHOCOLATE
can, during the next week attend the fair
most enjoyable. At the reception the bride wore
o
tier
at Ias Vegas.
beautiful dress of Julsl cloth that came from the
per
o
reason
means the
Hut a sense of duty
why the people
the Duke city should attend the fair
o
per
city. The closing days of September are
at the
POSTOFFICES
PENSIONS.
magnificent
Las Vegas. The cool nights, with their
per
The following postof
FRUIT
...10c
have been established:
o
per dozen...
demands for
Plateau, Roosevelt county
the days with their draughts
Harvey,
CHOCOLATE
of ozone, the hospitality of the people, and the fair
ter.
o
are all reasons why Albuquerqueans should give a
Isldor, Guadalupe county
Gallegos,
o
LAKE
portion of next week, at the least, to a trip to the
master.
NUT
LARGE
o
tropolis of northern New Mexico.
postmasters:
The following changes
Glenwood
It is. furthermore, a gratification to The Citizen (formerly Cedar Creek
o
Socorro county George
that the Northern New
fair
postmaster.
confine its
o
this, the second year of Its existence, to events
ffforts
Post
Springs, Santa Fe county,
at
PIES
o
of amusement.
Races, ball games, carnivals, parades, continued.
fcrC.,
o
decorations, Indian dancing, broncho busting, cattle
The following pensions have been granted:
roping and things of that kind are all
have a large assortment
their
Harriet
Las Vegas, orleinal nension.
o
things to eat always
and aro needed for relief from other matters, hut they
of
per month from July
o
worth your time
hand,
can never make a fair. Stock shows,
exhibits,
Dnroteo Sandoval, Las Vegas, increased pension to
our
see
to
line.
and
call
o
fruit, flower and vegetable displays, manufactured
per month from July
ucts, mineral cahinets, farm and irrigation machinery,
Francisco Lucero
Trulillo. Puertii
o
meetings of various territorial or section enterprises
crease of pension to
per month from August
o
'
these are the things which make a fair of value to the
Home
Cooking
o
Dep't.
community and commonwealth
which it may be held.
Rlcardo Olivas. Abinuiu. increase
of nenslnn to
They are the very life's breath
a fair. The others
per month from August
o
are mere side Issues.
Lorenzo
Lemitar, Increase of nension to R
o
TONGUES.
There was a time when the side Issues were all that
per month from June
Fubimbed Dallj and Weekly.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

i

Wiegold and the "Boston
in a championship
match at the opera house
evening. Tickets on sale
at Matson's.

Boy,"

Prices Reasonable

216 South Sacond

N.

U.

A Great Discovery

This is possible
it is to the lover of a good cigar to
find a place vhere bo can procure a
delicious smoke for 5 cents. A good
cigar at a moderate price is a boon
to the lover of the weed, and we provide it. for him any day in the year

xs

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

vm.

not only in mixing; and baking-- but
also in taking; care of and selling-thbread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
,

e

PIONEER BAKERY,

ivii ls- :

at

I'M

A.

COPVVi.tiM T--

113

f.

i

J. RICHARDS

WEST

AVENUE.

RAILROAD

2 OT MOUTH riRBT BTRECT.

Fair Visitors THE BEST
The Leading Milliner of
the city invites you to
make her store your
headquarters while in the
city. Fall Opening held
just Saturday.
Latest
Tailored and Pattern

Mrs. D. D. Coverdale
No. 220

Wct

Gold A veuna

IN TOWN
I

7

Per Gallon

$X.50
Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhoue JERSEY
FARM
Red
Colo.

92.

For Ptompt Service, Courteous Treatment
And Careftfl Dispensing, go to
The Busy Little Drug Store
at It 7 West Railroad Avenue

See the New "Vestatilj"

ft

...ALBUQUERQUE.

We keep the quality oi our bread

Hats on Display.

t

Street

We Keep It Up
up to the highest.
by using;

-

The Williams Dttig Company
THE BLUE FRONT

Both

Telephone.

117

Wnt Railroad Aven

ALBUQUERQUE

1ST

I

THAN EVER

THE HISTORY OF ALL FAIRS
mm

m

m

w

mw

m

BEFORE

The Prize Winners Were the American
Lumber Co., the Associated Bankers
of Albuquerque, Mrs. Steward-Lam- b
and Mrs. J. A. Barnara.

(Continued From Page One.)
A. Dock weilkr of the Tes-.lquc valley, Las an excellent, showing
, f fruit, ar, ha
E. Miller of Santa Fe.
George W. Rowe of Clear Creek. N.
ii ., nns me niggest apple anu wnsie
a Son of Farmington, has the Dig- pnal umiml.-lrn rilnnlnv tllA lntter
being large enough to make pumpkin
pies "iikc mother used to mane, lor
nan i ne town.

oxhi'nit.

F MFNTION MADE OF HALF

if nvoRARl

A DOZEN OTHER BEAUTIFUL

FLOATS

-

Pp!elw

Promptly at 11 o'clock this morning the most beautiful floral and
that ever took
trades display parade began
to move
place In Albuquerque
from the rendezvous.
The parade moved south on First
to
street from the place of formation
west on
Railroad avenue, thencestreet,
south
Railroad avenue to Fifth
to Gold avenue, east to seconu "y";
south to Silver avenue east to
street, north to Railroad avenue,
thence out Railroad avenue to the
City park, where the parade was disbanded.
grand
Colonel John norradaile.
the
marshal of the parade, headed regformation. Next came the FirstMajor
iment hand. N. O. N. M., then N. O.
Hliter and lieutenant Galles,
N M. next Company O, commanded
the
by Captain Ruppe, N. OS. N. M.. folnational and regimental colors,
lowing which came the volunteer

resent a swan, and was decorated In
ulnk nml white. A number of beautl- ful young ladles were seated on the

.

If

'

ft

v

Next came a negro of large dlmen- nrriiRta hia front B. rib- twin sin
wan nrtnteit "Stacv Did
It." The Diamond Ice display of the

uliinu luinririe-

being in line.
Tho I, H. Putnev disnlav. a dray
nnd three wagons, followed, a display
by the Frank & smnn Moresnoeing
rnmnnnv pmntnir npirt. the latter be
ing a tloat on which a forge, furnace
and anvil and several norsesnoers
nt work
Next came a dlsDlav from J. Kor
ber & Co., representing some of the
manv things this firm deals In. Valo
Rros. had a trades display next In
line, followed by the tloat oi the wool
Rnnrlnir milts, the horses belnir dec
orated with scoured wool, and the
float containing a number of pretty
young ladies.
The Alvarado curio rooms display
came next, a numner oi Navajo Indians and blankets being displayed
on a float.
Mrs. I X. Martin, residing at First
and Mountain Road, had a trades ais

wo Rons

i

li

-

v

float.

v
NX

h.v

.

:
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AT

OXLOCK TONIGHT

i

Tonight Henry Wlegold, tho Santa
Fe machinist wrestler, and Charles
Bauninnn, the Brooklyn strong boy,
meet on the mat at Elks theater for
a bout In the wrestling art. Both mon
are In the pink of condition and the
match should prove exceedingly interesting.
city, who
R. E. Church of this
thinks he Is the equal of Wlegold or
the Brooklyn strong boy. Is out with
a challenge to meet the winner of tonight's affair for money, marbles or
chafk. nnd they, not to be outdone,
announce that whichever wins will
take on Church. There promises to
be "something doing" In the wrestling-;
line In Albuquerque in tne near iuture. as Arizona wrestlers nre send--'
Ing In challenges by mall. The bout
tonight will be called promptly at 9
St nn at Mnnn Studio and See our o'clock.
npnr atnfk rtf nlptiirn moulding nur- Doan's Reg- - lets cure constipation
chased by Mr. N. L. Kemmerer. We without griping, nausea, nor any weak- wont in irammg.
do only
ening effect. Ask your druggist for
o
them. .5 cents per box.
Aak for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
A Citizen Want ad doea the work.
other.
no
BREAD and take
nrst-cias-

IU1

xtjkzzii i i

yJ.i

;

I

L

.1.1

1 Li

EnI

us&rMLJ

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
RUQ DEPARTMENT I
revelation to those who
visit It, because of the great variety of Domestic Rug
from the beat loom.
OUR

s

BER
ALBERT FA
....
Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Staab Building

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous
Life Insurance Company

MEXICO AND ARIZONA
Or NEW
N. M.
MOMK
OrriCE-Albuquero-

6,

SANTA FE

10,

Stand.

How The

I

A

Team
ll'iimierrtue

Globe,

No.

'n.

Joshua

S.

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

Raynolds

Vice President
Albuquerque,
N. M.; R. J. Palen, Santa
Sol. Luna,
Fe, N. M.; C. F. Ainsworth, Phoenix, Ariz.
J. H. O'RIelly
Secy, and Gen. Mgr.

Colo. Phone Blk 93

McKe
B. McMlllen

Attorney

A.

iH ottsehold

Dr. J. II. Wroth
Medical Director
Executive Committee
M. W. Flotnnoy, A. B. McMillen, Solomon Luna,
J. II. O'RIelly, Joshua S. Raynolds.

8

Auto. Phone 292

Frank

Treasurer

0;

EL PASO

PILSENER BEER

u;

President

h

-

Jr

Inltnn

WRESTLING MATCH

t-.-t

LAS VEGAS

',-

.tmii

HVB
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this city attract considerable atten
tion, as does the entire BernalllU
county exhibit. Dona Ana, San Juan,
Snnta Fe. and the Mesilla valley exhibits are all High class and have at
tracted much favorable comment. A
atflmn nnd nntn pvhihlt hv M
P
Stamm, fancy work, toy poodles, vege
tables, etc., go to neip maKe tne casino a very Interesting place to visit.
upra hiiiiIa In
Thlo tunrn n ar
San
the fruit exhibit department,
juan county wanung on witn tne
larepst Amount
nreinlnms. fivn In
niimner vn a nnnn. Ana co in t. wilii
four premiums for fruits and vegetables came second, Bernalillo county
tflklno throo nremluma Details of the
awards will be published m these coi
nmna tnmnrrnw
The Las Cruces Realty compahy has
1tsnlav.
fho lnrirpRt wntermrlnn nn
Karl E. Moon has a fine exhibit of
photographic work, the Southwestern
Brewery and many others have exhibits. The Casino well repays one for
visiting It.
The Jersey cattle show still attracts
hundreds, as do the sheen. Iambs and
nnil All in all.
rnnia nn erhlhlfinn
there Is more to see that is worth see
annual
ing at this, the twenty-sixtterirtorlal fair, that was ever display
ed at any former fair.

GLOBE

Vfe

on tho 25th and 2th U expoctel to bo
one of the largest conventions ever
held by the Banners association, ana
ftna nrnnrim hnH been aminL'i'it In
conclude with nn elaborate banquet
at tne cnsianeoa noiei.
Delegate from all over the terrl-- :
tory will bo In attendance at tho tcr-- ,
ritoilal republican convention, which
Is called for the 29th, and most of
them will come early to take In the
f.iir first.
Mr. Fleming aliO states that all
Las Vegans are interested in the success of the territorial fair at Albuquerque and have already come down
to attend. A big
in large number
bunch will also be ciown on tne spe
mim- - nr
cial excursion ioiuuii"
111 Ins Vegas day, and It Is confidently hoped Albuquerque will return the
compliment by sending a goodly
crowd to 1MB vegas next. ween, a
royal welcome Is assured and It is
promised that time will not Vie allowed to drag on the hands of any one
In attendance.

CROWD

A LARGER

GORGEOUS PARADE ID

EVENING CITIZEN

Goods

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Won. Lost.

0

4

4

FURNITURE, CROCKERY
STOVES AND RANGES

3

1

1
l.as Vegas. No. 5
1
Trnidad. No. 6
1
Santa Fe, No. 3
91,000,000.00
Authorized Capttal
1
Kl Paso, No. 7
COL. JOHN BORRADAILE.
1 10,000.00
0
Cash Paid In Clifton, No. 2
Display
aL
..
Big
Trades'
jr.
Marshal of the
VrainT IUnk lalo of hr In wo. State
Sptelal Induetmants to Good Alan
Parade This Morning.
league, shut Santa Fe out tor Las
to Act At Our Agents.
sev
thin mornlne bv Rtriklne out
18
firemen, the boys of 1882, with their
enteen Ancients and making t"he other
hook and ladder, driven by Captain
BSBSSSSflflBEflBflbJi
EaoHnn
l ne vieaaow jny
ten nit unsaie.
R. H. (ireenleaf, and the old hose
bunch landed on cravens ror eleven
cart. On the hook and ladder wagon
lilt
runs.
whifh nettil 1heni ait
were Home of the volunteer firemen
"Budge"' Cable made the sensational
GAINSLEY AND HIS DONKEY,
who served the city in the old days,
iV Tiickini?
f tho tnnrna.mpnt
among them being Colonel Perfecto A Laughable Feature Which Failed to rnteh
a flv l.nll nfT tho frail lino In rtpht field
A.
E.
Armijo, A. Harsch. F. H. Kent,
Materialize This Morning.
after a most desperate run. This Tftsrtas
Walker. W. T. McCreight, Wm. Farr,
gives hanta
two losts and one
Shinick,
their
A. D. Johnson and T. J.
play next In line, which was: followed
Ias Vgas now has one "win
"These Old Boys by the first of the Santa. Fe snops win.
banners reading:
on "lost
When the City flnnta. renresentlntr
Saved Albuquerque
locomotive and
th
"When and
1882, 1906."
Wus a Baby.
ne
t.eponH name nr thr. rnornlns
l
department,
appliances
The
air
Alarm second
the Fire Bell Rang Out ItsPromptnoat represented tne tooi an went to Globe, El Paso losing by a
Responded
Boys
nsrtmpnt.
These Old
na.rttmllnr
p'nra rfif 10 In fi Tt hnil
ly."
The H. S. Lithgow book bindery features In the way of sensational
defire
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
tiie
came
Following this
s
atfloat camo next, representing an liiays.
lore all tho
partment, with Chief llurtless on the enormous book, neatly bound. This tending hut
Ijine
eamcs.
amateur
started
fnllowpri hv the Sunorlor Dlan- - out to do the twirling for the Miners,
seat with the driver. The chemical v
wagon and hose wagon were In line. ing mills display, the first float rep but noss
not believing him equal to
Then came the crowning feature of resenting a circular saw in opera- me occasion, put m swanton. .mcvjbu
?
spout-indragon,
the parade, a monster
tion, the second a wood display, and pitcnec. lor ki iaa.
forth from Its nostrils a steady the third a display of doors, sashes,
windows, etc.
E. L. Washburn, of the E. L. WashIHE PARADE PRIZES
burn company, heading a bunch of
several hundred boys, each tied to
a dog by a string or chain, the latter
The committee appointed on pa
bearing "Washburn signs, came next, rade awards met immediately there
and attracted much attention.
after at the Alavarado, and after
A carriage containing a number of
some information from the
the committee
colored musicians, representing
having. In charge the parade and the fair officials awarded the
following prizes:
Hrst prize Best decorated private
rig, to Mrs. Steward-IamThis
was the tandem rig.
Second prize Mrs. J. A. Harnard.
This was the pretty pink outfit.
Mrs. Medler
received honorable
mention. Her display, with the two
Visitor irrviied to inspect our many
handsome black horses, was exceptionally pretty.
lines of merchandise.
decorated trades
First prize--He- st
display float, to the American Lumber
yZBSBSZSSOSXSBaiSBSZ
company.
prize- The
Associ.V'ed
Second
Bankers of Albuquerque.
Honorable mention The Santa Ke
railway shops and the Southwestern
Brewery & Ice company.
CAPT. "DAD" GREENLEAF
The judges would have liked more
classifications,
as they could have
Whc Piloted the "Old Fire Boys" In
given more przes, espcally one to the
the Parade Thi Morning.
Southwestern brewery, but under the
rules and regulations governing the
NEHER AND HIS CAM EU
stream of confetti, and with a tail a!
same, owing to the fact that the
block long. The tail was made up
Latest Things in Ladies' Hals
Neher
But
Ready
while
float,
Southwestern brewery
of four floats of I'niversity of New The Camel Wis
.at
the Eleventh
Flew the Track
very beautiful, was not typical of
Mexico students.
Sybils, Vesta Tilleys
Hour.
their business, the judges were forced
Next came the Iluke City hand,
to do as they did.
Bweet music, followed by the
and
the Riding Club,
& I.indemann music house,
The judges were Hon. A. A. Jones
Albuquerque Klks, Ixidge No. 4K1, a
with
all that is fresh
wagon
float, decorated in purple and white, came nit, followed by a
and Herman C. llfeld of Las Vegas,
was mounted a mammoth drawc by two little dogs, wliich bore and William Horabin of Thoreau.
in the Ganesborough
011 wliich
elk. done In the same colors, made of ihe K. L. Washburn Co. ad.
Home-Tailore- d
Gage
paper flowers.
Next came the band from the Santa
SECRETARY FLEMING HERE
Ke. Indian school, which was followed
beautifulHats. Prices
Madame Stewaid-Uanili'- s
carriage by the display of the American, hum
ly decorated tandem-teato suit pocketbook.
came ucxt. li was decorated in black ber company.
BOOSTING VEGAS FAIR
the
In a carriage ahead of their display
and white, Miss Hi niusenbaek,
trimmer, wearing a beautiful black floats, trimmed in red, white and blue,
dress, handling the ivir.s.
rode the officers of lhe company here.
Next came a float on which was an PROSPECT FOR BIG TIME FLATMrs. Charles White, willi a beautiIn blue and white, immense log, all decorated with ribTERING BALL GAMES ARE
ful rig
A FEATURE
GALLINAS
came ntxt, followed by Mrs. .1. A. bons. The next float bore a mliiia
PARK A PLACE OF
Harnard. in a basket phaelon, hitched ture bouse built of doors. In which
BEAUTY.
to a little black Shetland pony. The employes were working. The next
5
pink lumber company float represented a
phaeton was ti limned wi-Fleming,
secretary
of
A.
the
Coii'ge
roses
cottage, and two other floats hop.
Albuquerque
309 West Railroad Avenue
second annual Northirn New Mexico
dec ira'ed Khingle and box displays, the Amer
Mrs. Ed. Medlor. in a I
with white and green roses came ican Lumber company tile depart fair iind fall festival, to be. held ut
Las Vegas next week, came dowu on
next, followed by Mr. and Mrs. A. V. nient coming last.
Next in line of the parade was Ar- - the delayed limi'ed today to laKe in
Cioodrtch, in a rig iriinnieil in red,
rington's band of Navajos from the tho territorial fair and to ixo.st for
pink and white.
The tloat of the Associated Ilank- - han Juan country, followed by the old the fair at Las Vegas.
11
Ill
Mr. Fleming states that everything
crs of Albuqtieiqth came next, the "one boss bhay," built j ' years ago
I
.us
the
I
i.s
fair at
in readiness for
he Morning Journal rig fol
float representing a cornucopia of red today.
1
lowed this, winding up one of the Vegas and that preparations have
mill yellow flowers.
big
a
care
of
U)f
longest, most elaborate anil beautiful lieeu made to
A display from
the
DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL
company, trimmed in heliotrope and parades ever held in this city on A- crowd.
lbuquerque day of fair wk.
The liasel.all tournament now on
white, came next.
NOW
ENTER
AT ANY TIME-BE- GIN
:il Albuquerque Is exciting the most
THE BOYS AND DOGS.
This was followed by the Imperial
Shorthand
Arithmetic
Meadow
city
Commercial
Bookkeeping
and
in
the
The boys with their dogs in ne lively interest
display, a rig trimmed in
Typewriting
Commercial Law
came in for prizes as well as the old- the fans and citizens generally are
Business Practice
yellow, black and white, the ambuManifolding
Penmanship
Banking
lance of (). V. Strong's Sons follow- er folks. Cecil lavis won a prize. $1, enthused over the outlook for a conCorrespondence
Business Enalish
6pelling
ing, the horses bearing the fair co- for having the smallest dog In line, tinuation of the fast playing now beCompetent Instruct.;
Added Equipment
New Management
while Charles Drayton captured a $1 ing en.
lor, red, white and blue.
Fair Treatment
Reasonable Rate
p
(lallinas park, the beautiful pleas
Next came the Hubb's laundrv dis- prize by having the largest dog.
Morrison won the prize, $1, for lire resort of Las Vegas, Is bein put
play, a horseman, decorated with
We secure good positions for our graduates; address
which was followed by a tloat marching best. Maynard Gunsul's bull in the pink of condition an I the t:acU,
year
past
pup
two
helping Wiuthrop win this prize. which horsemen the
Indian
ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE
bearlntt, the Albuquerque
b v
One hundred and eighty boys and have conceded to be one of
school tknd and I.earnard
LIBRARY BUILDING.
in
the duett kin
does were In line, and each lad re- in the west, will be
Tloys' band.
Albuauarqum. Nw Mmjiloc
MS. ar. Mlllihtn, Principal
brew-frceived an admission ticket to lhe fair of shape for the races.
The float of the South wesi em
LmtH
In
Id
b..
ii ib
The Uankern' convention lo
it
cme nfxt. ft was formed to rep- grounds, good for Friday.
'
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Don't Dlput with a Woman.
Especially, if she tell 70a to order
.
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
,
Make no excuse, (tt 70a should1 te
get the order), that you
could b
find It, for very first-clas-e
gjioei
handles EMPRESS. Ton ttW
find good bread, good biscuit, go
pastry and moat Important of K
good cheer to greet you when
come home for your dinner. Try N.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empreea at
all othera.

BROTHERS

GRUtlSFELD
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The Largest and only exclusive Wholesale Dry
Goods House in the west

M. BERGER,

'

Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. M.'

0KeX0
FRENCH BAKERY
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors
1JUTTER NUT

FINE LINE OF

ltKEAD

b.

-

117 Gold Avenue

Better
All

mi

Than

CAKES

Home-Made- .

Always on Hand.
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J
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Attended to
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Convenience - Comfort - Security

UP-TO-DA-

Millinery

I

and

Th
dutle

the
Um,

and the worries fewer.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

The telephone preserve your
health, prolongs your life and
protect your home.
IN

HOME

Flaming's Grocery and Cafe
KtuuLAK U1ININLK 25 CENTS
Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to 12 Midnight

Company

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne
A I way a

311 SOUTH FIRST STREET

La Vela Coominj House in Connection, 113

II
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The Albuquerque Business College

Stcrn-Schlo-

I

Win-thro-

Ready to Servo

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water On Ice

Q

I

in

m

Wt

Lead Avenue

O'REILLY & CO.
J. H. 'LEADING

DRUGGISTS
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
--

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT, Prop'r.

i!-- -

a,

YOUR

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Ervin & Paynter, Proprietors

l.lnde-matin'-

lighter,

make
the care

Millinery
F&sfoion

i

telephone

12 0 West Railroad Avenue

oooo
Finest Whiskies

4

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

0

SAMPLE AND

4

CLUB ROOMS

t

00Oal
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ALBUQUERQUE

SIX

Growers

WJool

Meet Again
Tomorrow

To Formulate a Per-

manent

Organization-I-

Not

nterest

Diminishing.
ADDRESSES

BRILLIANT

AT YESTERDAY'S

MEETING

Dr. J. M. Wilson and Hon E.
S. Gosney Make Speeches.

The Latter's Address.
to adjournment yesterday the
HON. E. S. GOSNEY
sheep and wool growers' convention
committee on permanent organization
recommended H. C. Abbott of Colfax Of Flagstaff, Arizona, Who Delivered
An Address.
county as chairman, and B. C. Fernan-ie- s
of Kio Arriha county as secretary,
Max Nordhaus having
stated that for personal gain. We have examlining to pressing business he could ined critially most of the many "lease
-

;

rot act further.

This committee also
recommended that a delegate be appointed from each county for the purpose of meeting and selecting permanent .officers.
A committee composed
of Louis
Carcia of Union county; H. D. Gars
rett of Cnaves county; Catrlono
of Torrance county; Morris Gomez, of Santa Fe county, and LOuls
iMcRae of Socorro county, were appointed 8 a committee to draw up a
constitution and by laws and submit
to the convention at their next meet-

ing.

following

the splendid address of

Dr. Wilson, Hon. E. S. Gosney, president of the Arizona Wool Growers' as-

sociation, was Introduced and spoke,
in part, as follows:
".Mr. Chairman
and Fellow Dele-gale- s:
"There has been no question before
congress or the people of this country for years of such vital importance to the stockmen and settlers of
our twin territories as the proposed
control of grazing on the public domain. It is a question of vital Importance to to the entire west, but
Here In New Mexico and Arizona we
are subjected to all the dangers Involved In the radical changes proposed, because in different localities
of our terlrtorles are presented almost all the varied conditions, each
of which calls for a system of laws,
rules or regulations, adapted to such
conditions, and different f rom the
rules and regulations of other localities.
"The fact that those districts to
which a lease law would be utterly
impractical
ana disastrous,
were
adapted to and generally used for
sheep grazing, and were not adapted
to or generally used fur catt.e graZ'
inz, while those districts to which a
lease law could be applied were generally adapted to and chiefly uscj for
cattle grazing, misled many into the
belief that the contention
between
the advocates of a lease law and
those who opposed It was one between the cattle and t'nc sheep industries.
"It took several years of our crude
form of practial education to bring
the stock 'nen, themselves, to under
stand that the question was one of
locality, of the practicability of the
proposed system under the varying
conditions.
figured
"Another element that
prominently in the fight was those
who sought to monopolize the range

law" bills submitted to congress, and
a very large per cent of them bore
evidence of having been drawn in the
interest of range
monopoly. This
fact aroused la the minds of the small
stock men, settlers and home builders generally
a suspicious fear of
anything which bore the name of a
'lease law.'
"The early efforts of the department of the Interior to regulate grazing In forest reserves were dismal
failures. They convinced stock men
that we must get a few sheep herders and cowboys Into the grazing ser
vice, to educate the department, or
go out of the business. In Arizona
forest reserves they insisted on excluding all stock and especially all
sheep without a hearing of the stock
men or an investigation in the field.
This declared intention of the secretary would undoubtedly have been
put Into practice on at least two occasions had It not been for the efforts of the Arizona Wool Growers'
association. It was during this strug
gle for the rights of the people,
against a disgracefully unscrupulous
lobby and a misguided secretary, that
we secured an Investigation in the
field by the forester, Gilford Pinchot,
and the botanists, Frederick V. Co- vllle, of the department of agricul
ture, which vindicated our rights and
the justice of our claim, and at the
same time demonstrated the fairness
thoroughness and practical common-sens- e
business method of the forest
er. It was this work that enabled us
to restore confidence and to pass, at
the next convention of the National
Live Stock association, a resolution
urging congress to transfer the man
agement of forest reserves from the
department of the interior to the de
partment of agriculture. The history
or this struggle would interest you
It has never, all of It, been made pub
lic. When it Is, you will realize how
narrowly we escaped the sacrifice of
the sheep industry in Arizona, and
you will honor the courage, candor
and fairness of Gilford Pinchot and
Theodore Roosevelt.
"Under the management of the de
partment of agriculture,
after this
transfer had been made, forestry ser
vice has greatly improved; but It is
in some respects still In the experl
mental stage, anil Its success In some
things is not yet assured. In spite
of the ability, tlie honesty and the
earnestness of the forester and his
able associates In Washington, there
are many cases of rank injustice in

the field, and the most dangerous foe,
the grafter, is Just getting his beai
lugs and beginning to perfect his organization to control and monopolize
the range of fnvorod localities. The
small grafter who locates to sell his
claim Is just getting his bearings and
beginning to perfect his organizations
to control and monopolize the range
t favored localities. The small grafter who locates to sell his claim is the
tool as well as the enemy of the
range monopolist. Thece are som of
the dnngers confronting the stock
men and the administration In any
attempt to control grazing on the
public domain, whether within or outside of forest reserves.
"I believe they will be overcome In
time, but It will take time to build
up and perfect n practical set of laws,
rules and regulations for the various
localities and conditions to be en
countered. It can not be done In a
year. It must grow up from experi
ence like our mining laws and our
Irrigation or water rights laws. The
greatest danger is in too great haste.
To assure success In such control the
department in charge needH the honest, frank and fearless support of all
You need
stock men and citizens.
associations, such as you are about
to organize here; but you must see
that they Tire managed by your best
men men who represent all the varied Interests of your Industry, and
not one Interest or combination. Lei
every act and representation
made
by your representatives
be honest,
open, fair and true to the letter.
"WTiatever we have accomplished
for the Arizona Wool Growers' association has been due to these principles more than to any ability of our
representatives.
The department In
charge of any graalng service must
have such support from the people
to bring success.
"They should have It through the
associations.
Rut all the stockmen
muft take an active personal Interest
In the association work or Its affairs
are likely In time to be controlled by
the mejthods of local politics, ana
when your association Is controlled
by and run In the Interest of any
combination you have the worst form
of graft, and will be better off with
no organization.
"The public land commission, ap
pointed by President Roosevelt some
three years ago, has done more to
crystallize public sentiment and collect valuable Information on this sub
ject than all else. Out of the work of
that commission, I understand, has
grown the Burkett bill now pending
in congress, providing for the control
of grazing on the public lands of the
west by the department of agriculture. It is, by far, the best bill yet
proposed upon the subject, and it is
generally neneved mat this bill with
some modifications will be passed
congress in the near future. This
fact calls for a close study of this
bill. It Is not a lease law, although
its terms are broad enough to permt
an exclusive permit on any given
tract with power to fence, which la
equivalent to a lease, except that the
department In charge Btill holds the
power to regulate the use of the tract
and see that it Is not overgrazed or
otherwise misused. With a wise ad
ministration It Is better than a lease
law, even in those districts where the
lease system Is practical. The regula
tlon of grazing under this bill will
apply only to such districts as are
set aside as grazing districts; other
lands will remain open to the public
as In the past. Within the grazing
districts the department of agricul
ture may Issue permits for exclusive
use or joint use of any district, dur
ing part or all of the year, as local
conditions may require, with such
rules and regulations as experience
from time to time shall suggest. It
is evidently the purpose of this bin
to extend to all the public grazing
lands a supervision and control sim
liar to that we now have in the for
We believe the addi
est reserves.
tional powers given to the secretary
of agriculture by this bill will result
in material Improvement in the service we now have in forest reserves,
"The agricultural department has
proven Itself worthy of the full confidence of the people, and especially
of the home builders of our frontier.
'e believe the strongest safeguard
of the live stock Industry, and espe
cially of the small owners and set
1

CITIZEN.

EVENING

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

tiers. Hps ln such modification of the as to guarantee to the present resiproposed law as will give to the de- dents and occupants owning ranches
partment of agriculture the fullest or water rights within any grazing
powers in the management of these districts that; they shall, In any
nment of range or permits, have
grazing districts.
Free the service,
absolutely, from all possibility of lo- - a preferred right to the use of such
PuIIh and political Influence, then range and water, and that no such ochold that department responsible forj cupant or party habitually using any
a clean, honest, fair business" man- range or water on tue public domain
agement and regulations. 'Then, my shall be deprived thereof without propfriends, If we, the people, will support, er notice, a fair hearing, and the right
the department with the same foar- - of arpeal from the local ruling or serhonesty, fnlrness nnd frankness vice, and that he should not be def such use until final adjudicamat we expect of It. we will not ue privedof : his
case on such appeal.
tion
disappointed.
"I give only the substances of the
"It may not be generally knowii anienduu
nts. The enactment of this
that the department of agriculture, Isw
radical changes for stockbecause it Is essentially a depart- men means
settlers. The administration
ment of organized scientists, Is the must nnd
necessarily be entrusted to men
least tainted with 'practical politics'
to such poslllons, and the stockof any division of our public service new
men and sutlers are entitled to all
fjvery real patriot is tnanKriu tor
safeguards against mistake. Imthat; nnd ft strenglhens our confi- the
proper Influence,
combination, or
dence in their ability to handle the graft in any form, .aat it is possible
public grazing question.
around their interests with"Coming back to the Hurkut bill, to throw
seriously hampering the adminiswe must remember that ihe trend of out
public sentiment bus in the past five tration.
'Fourth. The Rurkett bill provides
years advanced toward governmental
that the secretary of agriculture may
control of grazing lands in exact pro- make a reasonable charge for grazing
portion to the confidence of the peo- of stock In such districts, and that he
ple in the practicability of any pro- use such income for the expense of ad
posed measure. This confidence has ministration and shall pay Into the
grown with increasing rapidity since treasury
surplus which shall be
the department of agriculture as- used as a the
part of the reclamation fund
sumed control of the forest reserves. in the irrigation projects. The liveWe are going to have some form of stock Industry, one year with another,
range control. Let us have one that cannot pay large grazing fees and
will not bring sudden or radical meet, other expenses and contingen
changes; one that Is best or least
understood only by the practical
dangerous for the live stock Industry. cies
stockmen of the west, and all the
This brings us to consider the nec- money so collected should be used
essary modifications of the Burkett f 'T the benefit of the livestock indus1)111.
It provides for examination of try. The Irrigation project should not
the lands proposed to be placed un- be mlxtd up with the grazing project;
der control by the department of ag- and the live stock Industry should not
riculture, and classlflatlon Into agri- lie made to contribute In this way to
cultural lands and grazing lands. the Irrigation fund when the funds
That permits to" graze shall not be arising from grazing charges can be
for longer term than one year on ag- profitably used for the Improvement
ricultural lands and not longer than and protection of tne range. The Irten years on grazing lands; that tblb rigation farmer would object to a tax
law shall not interfere with the exist- on his business for the benefit of the
ing mining laws and all lands classed stockmen, and the stockmen will obas agricultural shall be open to home ject to a tax on their business to aid
stead entry at any time by the bona the Irrigation farmer. The mixing of
fide settler. All of which provisions these interests Is liable to create frlc-ti'seem to lie ample and Just.
and embarrass the proper admin"As a member of the 'committee on istration ot the law.
forest reserves and grazing lands, ap"We would add to this bill another
pointed by the American National section, granting to the secretary of
Live Stock association, we, In con- Agriculture, and to such ofneers and
nection with others, reviewed this inspectors, appointed under liim, as he
bill carefully some time ago and sub- may designate, the power to sit In any
mitted some modifications, among such district as a court of Inquiry, to
which were in substance:
administer oaths, summon witnesses,
"First, that all provisions looking and to examine the same under oath,
to local control by state or territory and to. require the production of any
ofi'cers, elected for politicat reasons, and all books, papers and records,
and without regard to their interests touching the facts being investigated
in or knowledge of live stock quesrelative to any grazing question or the
tions be stricken out.
qultable and proper administration of
"Second, that the appointment of the grazing laws, rules and regula
officers of the local service should tions, In that or other districts in the
not be restricted to the electors ol state or territory; that any officer of
the state or territory within which the service may serve such summons
they are to serve, but that the de- and enforce the orders of such court
partment in charge should have a of Inquiry and any one who shall testifree hand to select 'the men who fy falsely In such investigation shall
would give the most honest and best be guilty of perjury and be punished
service under all conditions and cir- in the same way and to the same ex
cumstances.
tent as if such false testimony had
"The object of the law Is to pro- been given before a federal court of
tect the range, the live stock Indus- the United States.
try and the home builders, and not
"I trust if may not often be neces
to provide government
employment sary to make extensive Investigations
for local parties.
Doubtless each under this power, but such power is
state and territory will got its share absolutely necessary to assure an hon
of these positions, but the agricultur- est administration, clean of fraud,
al department should not be required manipulations and favoritisms.
to continue a man in any state or ter"If the stockmen oi the west knew
ritory when it might seem best to more of the intentions of the depart
him
ment
elsewhere,
and introduce a
send
of agriculture under this pro
man not subject to the same Influ- posed law they might nave more con
ences. If graft should creep Into the fidence in its practicability,
If
service ln any state or territory, and the department knew more of the difIt will, perhaps, in all, It will be more ficulties they will encounter in the ad
easily and effectively dealt with when ministration of any range laws, they
the department is not hampered by might: have less confidence in the prac
such Irrelevant conditions.
tical results. It is a time to 'Hasten
.owly.' ".
"Third, that the bill be so amended
tl
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I Cooking
Oysters
The very first essential Is tLat

the material be
Oysters have

Dut take Sealshipt Oysters from the Patent Carriers and almost any old kind of a cook can get up a dish that will taste good
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w'ant.

them.

Oysters fresh daily.

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention

There's Work for you
in California....
All classes of labor may
find steady employment
in San Francisco. Top-notwages; higher than
eastern scale. Perfect
climate. Construction work possible at a season
when it ceases elsewhere. Invest $25.00 in a
railroad ticket on sale via Santa Fe, every
day until October 31, 1906, inclusive.
Illustrated leaflet showing
r. E. PURDY, Agent,
rate of wages, free to those
ch

Atchison. Topcka

who apply to

M

:..

-

s..-

V'';iv-

4

A . V. TEGNE
-

Contractor and Builder
Outside Building Orders Solicited and Work
Guaranteed
y
First-Clas-

h

s.

Albuquerque,

References Given

K

.

N. M.
x x

Second Class Colonist Tickets will be sold to

all principal points on the

and

A. T. & S. F

Southern Pacific Railways, in California, at
rate of $25.00. Tor other rates and full information, call at the Santa Fe ticket office.

lZXKSm

E. PUftOY, Agent, Albuquerque

Santa Fe Ry., Albuquerque

ocoocooooccoco
Colonist Rates to
California and the
Northwest...

NORTHERN NEW MEXICO FAIR AND FALL FESTIVAL, LAS VEGAS,
N. M. Rate $4.00 for the round trip.
Tickets on sale September 24 to
27.
Return limit, September 29, 1906.
INTERSTATE LIVE STOCK AND HORSE SHOW, ST. JOSEPH. MO.,
Rate $30.75 for the round trip. Tickets on sale SepSeptember
tember 22 to 26 Inclusive. Final return limit October 1, 1906. This
limit can be extended to October 15th by depositing ticket with agent
on payment of 50 cents.
AMERICAN ROYAL LIVE STOCK SHOW, KANSAS CITY, MO., October
1906.
Rate $30.75 for the round trip. Tickets on tale October
5 to 9 inclusive.
Return limit October 15. This limit can be extended
by depositing ticket with Joint Agent on payment of 50 cents.
MEETING, SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,
BIENNIAL
,
1906.
NEW ORLEANS, LA., October
Rate $38.50 via Kansas City
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
Dates of sale October 11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
CALL AT TICKET OFFICE for other low round trip rates on sale every
diy until September 30th. Also ov way rates to points in the North,
wejt, south and West.
T.
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

24-2-

pce-rle- ,
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soups. In pies, errratnered, scalloped, good any way you

We receive Sealshipt

H

ates 0TS

OF FIGS
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and taste of the Oyster Is fully retained.
Sealshipt Oysters are good raw, delicious fried, fine

T.

,

full flavor

Give them Sealshipt Oysters ln some form and every member oi' the
family will praise your cooking.
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more than ordinary skill in playing brings the honors of the
ame to the winning player, so exceptional merit in a remedy
ensures the commendation of the well informed, and as a reasonable amount of outdoor life and recreation is conducive to the
health and strength, so does a perfect laxative tend to one's
improvement in ca.ses of constipation, biliousnt-ssheadaches,
etc. It is
however, in selecting a laxative, to
choose one ot known quality and excellence, like tha ever pleasant Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co., a laxative which sweetens and cleans s the system effectually, when a laxative is needed, without any unpleasant after
effects, as it acts naturally and gently on the internal organs,
simply assisting nature when nature needs assistance, without
griping, irritating, or debilitating the internal organs in any way,
as it contains nothing of an objectionable or injurious nature.
As the plants which are combined with the figs in the manufacture of Syrup of Figs are known to physicians to act most
beneficially upon the system, the remedy has met w ith their
general approval as a family laxative, a fact well worth considering in making purchases.
It is because of the fact that SYRUP
is a remedy of known quality and excellence, and approved by
physicians that has led to its use by so many millions of well
informed
who would n'ot use a:iy remedy of uncertain
quality or inferior reputation,
hvery family should have a
bottle of the genuine on hand r.t all times, to use when a
axative remedy i.i required. Please to remember that the
genuine S rup of Fitis is for sale in bottles of one .si:e
all reputable druggists and that lull name of the
: nly, by
:ompany California Fig Syrup Co., is pl.;ir.ly printed on
the front of every rackage.o Regular price, $oc tvr bottle.
If

- the

because under the Sealshipt Carrier method of shippi

M

J. W Bennett,

y

them.

JUST RECEIVED.

uB
TheWinningStroke

wisLy-waah-

Oysters shipped in the dirty wooden tubs, all the taste and flavor ot
such Orsters have been utterly sapped and drained before you get

Work

ZtWfcS d

fla-

The best of cooks cannot
get up a dish that Is fit to cat from the soggy, "doped,"

Mexican Drawn
M

thj taste, the

ing.

THE OLD CURIO STORE

Mexican and Indian Goods
and Curiosities

that the

the dish satlcfj'ng and appetiz

M

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

good,

vor and quality that will make

Large Assortment of

k

20, 1906.

E. PURDY,

Agent
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l Fayvood

ccc4
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.
BUILDS

UP THE SYSTEM.

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES l.:DNEY AILMENTS.

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

I New Mexico
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

EVENING

CITI7EN

UNO

GET

TK

KEWS

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

lIIL.JCT

...

LUGS THAN FACTORY COST
V.; vard length Brussel's. with fringe
1 J.j

yard length Velvet, with fringe
yard length Moquelte, with fringe

.

$ .75

.90
1.25

.

.
yoars
for
No Until to ibo number, buy oil you will nood
Tolipbono ordors dollvored on approval

J.

.

.

D. EMMONS
The Furnltuie Man
t,

Cornor Coaland Baeond
Woot End Viaduct

O. S. lluncan r n of Col. James S.
Duncan nf Las Vegas, Is one of the
new students at the New Mexico university. He was Introduced at The
Evening Citizen nftirp thU nftprnnnn
'by his father. Mrs. Arthur Uwo, a
daughter of Mr. Duncan, and her hus-- '
Iaiid will
remove to this city from
has Vegas.
J:hn V. Corliett and family and Mr.
and Mrs. W. M. McCoy form the
Mountainair delegation of visitors to'
,the twenty-six'- a
annual territorial
'fair. Mr.
is probate clerk of
Torrance county. Mr. McCoy Is
of a lug general store at Moun- talnair, which is the thriving
new1
town on Abo Pass on the Santa Fe

WE CLAIM

j

i

2,

1

.n

I

at Reduced
:

Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION

THAT SPRING 13 THE ONLY
THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Ti,V!E TO BUY A BUGGY.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Cornor rlrst 8 1 root and TIJtrao Avenum

ht

r. B. SCHWENTKER,
Monitor lor Mow Maxlco and Northarn Arlmona
N. T. Armljo Bldg.

Room

fey"'

4

ygl

There
Are

8 Kin
nn

'?

lYiaiiy

out
complete annual report of all the dis- In'
eight. El Paso made Its only jter of Trinidad during the week,
'4k
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ijoebs, who
trict clerks In the territory, and to
run in the second Inning, by two
hits and an error. Santa Fe ited the Jemez hot springs, returned the third district is entitled the recto the city day before yesterday,
ord of the largest lerelpts Mr the
tied them In the seventh by a bunch
Judge N. B. Laughlln of Santa Fe is past fiscal year of all the districts In
of errors, and filched the winning run
given us not only as to the
in the eighth by a paracnute ascen- here, arriving yesterday on the excur- the territory.
splendid results of
sion by the whole El Paso infield. It sion train from the territorial capital.
happened this way and resulted In
busi- EXECUTIVE
Jones,
P.
Chas.
Rosa
Santa
the
BOARD
the Texans filing a protest to Superness man, is here taking in the fair,
Hot Water and Steam
intendent Hickey last night. An An- and visiting Mrs. Jones and his daughand
error,
an
on
got
first
to
Systems
ter,
cient
Mrs. Harry T. Johnson.
OF WHITE RIB60NERS
went to second on a hit ball. The
general
Allaire,
B.
C.
and
merchant
man fielding the ball made an over- one of the most prominent citizens of
but lso as to the satisfactory
throw to first and the first Ancient the Rio Grande valley, is among the!
MET IN LEAD AVENUE METHOmanner in which
went to third. The man hitting the boocrro county visitors at; the fair.
DIST CHURCH AND ELECTED
ball went to second on the overthrow
all of our work
ago
passenger
years
Brown,
O.
S.
a
NEW OFFICERS.
to first, and to catch him at second
operates.
braktman between this city and El
the first baseman made an overmeeting
attending
A
the
now
executive
board
baths
at
Paso,
the
of
the
being
was
ball
While
the
throw.
J.IS--Jlhot springs, Is here taking in of the territorial Women's Christian
brought In from center field the first Jemez
We Are
Tuesday
Temperance
was
the
union
fair.
held
ground
The
home.
scampered
Ancient
Keating
Experts
Methin
the Lead Avenue
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Williams are afternoon
rules are one base on a passed ball,
church,
Episcopal
odmt
nmong
Deming
runpeople
Why
Not
niinent
pi
the
first
the
is
protest
that
the
and
M. J. Borden presided and in
I a.
d
1
ner should have had but two bases attending the fair. Mr. Williams Is theMrs.course
US f
LOHSUIl
IDEAL Bolters iml
of
her address referred
on iwo overthrows. However, it is an engineer of the Silver City branch
AMERICAN Radiaton
our
3oo,000
of
white ribboners
to the
verv plain that Santa Fe is entitled of the Santa Fe.
Vegas and 1,8 a strong force against evil
1 CTivninn m IIUDIVP
Late C. Allen, the
to the run, as a hit ball and two over)J3 JlrtUUrtKU
rLUIHUIllU
throws would carry a runner three
power
temperion
and
Zalusky caught for Santa Fe her tlm imst few Hnvs will return "W" n educat
bases
1
COMPANY
HEATING
&
gaining.
steadily
sentiment is
and Cordon did the receiving for El north this evening. Lafe's hme Is ance
Mrs. Borden, who has been
now at. Bisbee, Arizona.
Paso.
of the territorial union for fif- H. W. Bellard. the secretary and!
I
Score of Albuquerque-Glob- e auditor of tne Colorado Telephone jteen years, insisted upon being re-Tabulated
Moved of this office, much to the re-- t
Game.
company, with headquarters at Den gret
of all the members. The elecDr. William,' Indian Pile
Glose.
ver, is in the city and Local Manager tion of
officers resulted as follows:
Olntmentwill cure llllnd,
:
to-PO
II
AB R
Graham is showing him courtesies
Players
E
Ulei'ditiif and Itculng
S.
of
Mrs.
C. Nutter
President
,. .
day.
1'iltx. It HbKorhn the tumors.
Cramer, rf
San Marclal.
ulluys
the ltcbluK t euro, nets
3
Ford, 3b
John Becker of'Belen Is In the city
Miss Eva M. Tuck
as a poultice, K'vea instnni re
Vice president
3
illlums'Indlnnl'ileOlnt-monOswill. lb
t
lict. Dr.
accompanied by his daughter, Miss An- - er. Ijis egas.
3
for Piles nn) ltt'h- Markley, ss
inrrarU
it a, and
Mrs. Ernest Sweiger. Tne
secretary Mrs. M.
Corresponding
Kvrry
Is
box
of
the
purls.
inn
private
3
Le Brand, c
latter will be remembered by many' C. Learning, Albuquerque.
by nuiil on re- warranted, llv
Markavich, If.
of prion, htt rents and fl.oo. WILLIAMS
Albuquerque society people as Miss
secretary
Miss I.e Due, r1nt
Recording
Jlevelaiid,
CO.,
i'rops..
Ohio.
MANUFACTURING
Swanton, cf. .
B'anche Owen.
Las Cruces
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.
Broadbent, 2b.
Harry Herman, wh has lived in i Treasurer Mrs. Ella O. Wood
Crandall, p.
years and Santa Fe.
New Mexico twenty-sevehas run a saw mill in the Alogollon
County vice presidents and
'
1 27 i:
0
28
Totals
in Grant county 20 years intendents of the various departments
Albuquerque.
of that time, Is seeing the sigTits of were also elected.
ano CURE
LUNGS
AB R II TO
annual territorial fair
the twenty-sixtPlayers
A vote of thanks was extended to
... 5 0 1 1
Corhan, ss.
J. H. Nations of El Paso, who owns Mrs. Borden, retiring president, for
WITH
... 3 1
Perrine, 3b.
a large number of sheep grazing in her long and faithful service.
0
3
.
...
rf.
Petfus.
wt stern Socorro county, is in the city,
... 4 2
Frantz, lb. .
accompanied by his family. Mr. NaItching, bleeding, protruding or
Clancy, 2b.
tions Is an interested attendant upon blind nile yield to Doan's Ointment.
Gallegos, cf.
the dieep nnd wool growers' conven-- chronic cases soon relieved, finally!
nuistiMPTlOM
Price
Kunz, If.
lion.
cured.' Druggists ell sell it.
0UCH8a
0 15
FOR
McDonald, c.
eoetsi.ou
George
Conductor
wife
and
Thomas
o
1
1
I0LDS
Free Trial.
Durham, p.
from a
and mother have returned
trip
pleasure
They
to
Pacific
coast.
the
for all
RECure
A
TO
OPEN
Bureat and Uuickeat
9 1
7 27
5
3;
Totals
were absent from the city four weeks
THROAT and LUNO TROUBinnings
by
Score
and journeyed from Los Angeles to
LES, or MONET BACK.
Albunueerque ..(11 0 0 0 0 0 4 n J Seattle, visiting all points of import0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Globe
ance en route.
Summary: Bases on balls, off Cran
C. Bridgman of ion Williams street.
base
two
Pettus;
dall. Perrine and
a machinist for the Santa Ke, left yes-- i
Captain E. S. Wright, of the First!
to
Corhan
play,
double
hit. Gallegos;
Angeles on a deserved cavalry, is on his way from El Paso has saved
U'.rday for
of his in
FYantz; struck out, by Durham U, by thirty (lays'I.osvacation.
is
This
the to this city, where he will visit a few
Crandall 2; stolen base, Perrine; sac- first leave of alisence Mr. Bridgman
is the
account
and
bank
a
has
come
rifice hits, Clancy, Pettus; time, 1:35. has taken (luring the ten years he has days during the fair time. The capkind of a man that men with large
is expected here Friday morntain
been in the company's service.
business interests are looking for.
American League.
ing and he will make his headquarR. H. E
A young man who has a surplus
Bert Casley, the Capital Life Insur- ters at the Alvarado, where Sergeant
At Cleveland-Clevel- and
3 10
remaining from week to week, Is
ance agent, anticipates a visit from Rule has established a branch office
1
4
a profit maker and Is bound to
Washington
his mother, Mrs. J. F. Casley, who Is of the IC1 Paso United States army
succeed. He is the fellow that will
and Bemis; expected to arrive this evening from recruiting station.
Batteries Bernhanl
be manager of some larger business
Ualina, Kan. Mrs. Casley is coming
Hardy and Warner.
The office will be open to all those
R. H.E to see the little girl just born at the who would care to be examined for
later on in life.
At Detro- it!
3 Casley home lure.
A bank account has been the
Detroit
in
the army. Captain
enlistment
making of many a young man. As
3
2 11
Boston
Mrs. Anna Gray has returned to the Wright can enlist for all branches of
soon as a young man starts a bank
Batteries Killian and Payne; Barry city from a month's visit to friends the service and applicants are Invited
of-- ,
account he not only attains the con
and Carrigan.
in Denver and other Colorado cities. to examine into what the army
fidence and help of the banker, but
R. H.E. Mrs. Gray expects a visit
At St. Louis
the latter iters to Its soldiers.
o 5 1
. .
he a iso raises his standing in the
St. Louis
part of the week from her friend, Mrs,
community. From this lwlnt, he
The Laxative effect of ChamberNew York
N. L. Drew of Denver, who in coming
will advance lx cause lie has made
Batteries Powell and O'Connor; to take in the last few days of the lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets is
a good start.
so agreeable nnd so natural you can
Orth and Kleinow.
fair.
hardly realize that it la produced by;
It. H. E.
At Chicago
Clerk Charles White of the school a medicine. These tablets als cure THF RANK OF COMMERCE
3 5 0
Chicago
indigestion and biliousness. Price 2
3 Iwmrd reports 3,4x8 children in Allu-8
4
Philadelphia
ALBUQUERQUE.
MEXICO
NEW
Batteries A It T ck and Roth; ly-ge- ouerque, as a result of a census Just cents. Samples free r.t all druggists
and SchrecK.

fine Testimonials

h

1
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at the

Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
A choice Mne of Imported Goods Di
rect from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the beat
meats and a full line of choice gro
cedes.
&

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Betiding Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

MATTEUCCI.

White House Restaurant and
Lodging House

MEALS

AT ALL HOURS

BAR

IN

CONNECTION.
No. 209 South First Street.
Opposite Santa Fe De; ot.
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.

Both Phones

Third and Marquette

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

We have received a car load of Lightning presses and in order to aell
them right out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash cost to
us and car load 'reignu

The New York Saloon and
Rooming House

315 South Second Street.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
One Block From Depot and Two

Blocks From Postoffice.
P. ZITO, Proprietor.

THE

ELITE

ROOMING

HOUSE

.1--

NEAR

POSTOFFICE AND DEPOT

WRITE TO US AT; ONCE.

ex-La- s

Oil

S
V

drut-Kist-

super-mountai-

j

KILL the COUGH
the

Dr. King's

New Discovery

1

(2

The young man who
a part

..371

No. 118 Weit Silver Avenue.
D. E. GALLOWAY, Manager.

National League.
R.

H.E.

2
Chicago
3 10
o
Boston
Batteries Reuhlbach and Moran;
Young and Brown.
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
3
3
8
St. Ixxiis
4
3
Philadelphia
4
Batteries Rhodes Karger, Marshall
and Gruily: Richie, Dtiggleby and Donovan.
It. H.E.
Second gauie
0 8 ii
St. Louis
4
1
f,
Philadelphia
Patterb s Karacr and Grady; Lush
1

ami II iiLston.
At liro Uvn
Cincinnati

It. 11. ti.

Krooklyn

3

8

Z

1

4

1

Butteries Hall and McLean; Euon
and Rl'ter.
It. H. E.
Second game
o 4 2
Cincinnati
4
Biooylyn
Batteries' E inn and Sehbd, St rick- let t and Bergen.
1

York

At New

1!

Pittsliurg

1

11

5 12
7
4

New York

and
Leever
Batterii
Taylor. Ferguson and
s

Ames,

Western League.
At Denver
Denver
Deg Moines
Battel ie

E
U

"
Gibson;
Bresna-han-

.

H. H E.
2
'

3
2

2
2

I 'a i
and Weigardt;
and Hogriever.
It. H. E.
Second game
S
4
Denver
. II
D s Moines
"
Batteries Paige uth! Vci;:an!l: Ci-)'it and B gri- ver.
It. II E.
At Omaha
x
2
Omalia
4
0 o
Lincoln
Batteries Sanders
and Gomliug;!
Zackert ami Kogers.
11
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Rico Hotel and Bar
No. 111 North First Street."
DINELLI & LENCIONI, Proprietors.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Put Up for Travelers.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.

&

Wholesale and Retail, Albngnerqce

CO.,

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

WEST RAILROAD AVE- HUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

j
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BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

WEDDING

CAKES

A

SPECIALTY.

We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First 8treet, Albuquerque.

THIRD STREET

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and
Jap-a-la-

408

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

W.

c.

Railroad Avonuo

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS,
FER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and ExINSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
changed.
PUBLIC.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Second Street, between Railroad and Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.
Copper Avenue.

B. A. SLEYSTER

THE CELEBRATED

O. P. o.

WHISKEY

L. H, SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gas stovee repaired.
Next to Walton '8 drug store, Sout
Third street.

Bottled in Bond.

0. W. Strong's Sons

WOOL

with Raaoe

& Maufrer.

First St.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

Office, 115 North

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
10,
Room
N. T. Armljo Buildlnj.

TOn

a

OR API

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hajr,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liqnora
and Cigars. Place your orders too
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD 8TREJBT.
7

A.

Em

WALKER.
riRE

Secretary Mutual Building aseoela
tlon. Office at 217 West Rxllrc
avenue.

UNDERTA KERS
Superintendents
Falrvten
Santa Barbara Cemeteries

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone,

W. E. M AUGER

INSURANCE.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

Sole Agents.

and Salt Meats.
Steam Saueage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

8TRONO BLOCK.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

MELINI & EAKIN

Meat Market
All Kinds of Fresh

MONUMENTS

199.
201-21-

M.

and

N. Second SL, Both. Pbenea.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
4
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
Waa-lngto200 North Broadway, corner of
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
n
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its Location

fjl.E-IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQL'ER-i- t
S, II. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAI.V
LEADING
U iZ OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
IL3T AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRVNCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
l.OOO BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. L'.'x
140 FEET. LAID OCT WITH liROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
WITH ISKAl'THTL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
TREES ; PUP.LIC
OLD SHADE
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $lfi.0iO; CHURCHES;
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
COMMERCIAL
PEOPLE: SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BEI.EN PATENT ROLLER
MILL. CAPACITY 150 PARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC.
HELEN IS THE I AUG EST SHIPPING POINT FOR
tVCOL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
Cr CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
in A. GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
IDC HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

COME

TO HELEN, N, M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Ate Owners of
Belen Townsite

s

osxoooooeo
oosooocaoo
000s00
A Railway Center

omomootomomom

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
MODERN
WE NEEQ A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
DEEDS.
WARRANTY
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
OUR

The Belen Town and

Im-

WM. BERGER,

PRICES

ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.

n
JOHN BECKER, Pres.
n
lysototoavaoaotoeoeoeoeccoeo-0
0
0
0 000000000000HHH000HHHHHHHBHHH00HH000000
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PIONEER BAKERY

0

H

I

203

At Consistent
Prices

SIMON

1

At Boston

Machine Works

m.
HALL, froprtator
Iron and Brass Casting; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can;
aafUajt.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Column, and Iron FroaU f
Buildings.
Rapalro on Mining ond Mill Mmohlnory m Opaelalty
Foundry eaat tide ot railroad track.
Albaqaereae, M. ML

JUST RECEIVED

LOMMORI

Foundry and

Albuquerque

Write For Agency

&T5?&fr$&

j

e

e

Harness

The most complete policy covering as It does life.
nccldent and health Insurance.
2nd. The lowest death rate of any old line company of
same age and size.
Crrt.
I.rge annual dividends.
4th. Absolute security. In addition to the reserve re
quired by law, the stockholders are held personally
liable for the Company's debts.
years of honest dealings with out
"th. Thirty-eigpolicy holders.

.

O. I). M. Oaddls. of Kingman, Ariz.,
is In the city, taking in the territorial
fair and talking Joint statehood for
the two territories.
Mr. Gaildis beLOCAL PARAGRAPHS
lieves that Arizona, with good work,
will cast a majority of her votes for
Joint statehood, and he is working to
A. .1. Ijoomin, editor of the Eagle, that end.
The gentleman is post- Santa Fe, is here taking In the big muster and a general merchant of
Kingman and Is here to remain a few
fair.
EL PAS0 1
SANTA FE
C. H. Elniendorf of the new town of days.
Elmendorf In Socorro county Is here
W. E. Martin, district clerk of So-today.
corro county, was among the Gem City
Though 'Kitty" Klsht, pitching for
Dr. and Mrs. W. D. Radcllffe were people taking in the fair. "Hilly" was
among the Helen visitors to arrive at one time manager cf the Santa Fe
El Paso, let Santa Ke down yesterAn-a,base ball team and one of the most en
day afternoon without a hit, the
this morning.
thusiastic fans in the territory, and
hp t'anie bv a acore of 2
Hutchasnn,
J.
Col.
miner
S.
old
the
ror
game yesterthat Albuquerque-Globto 1. It wa8 a case of hard luck
Magdalena
tak
is
here
district,
,
.
.,
day
was
just
afternoon
the kind to
h. Tpvnna am a horseshoe for the
",r-FCable pitching for Santa- " Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Wooton are en- - start his base ball blood coursing
Anrients
Caagain.
Mr. Martin has the distinction
y three times.
was hi
daugh-Right'- s
of tendering the governor the most
four batters against tertalning Mrs John Mayo and

AND.

1st.

pro-rrlei-

cut-off-

Vehicles

The Pacific Mutual
Life Insurance Co.

Ca.-bet-

Colo. Phono Rett 177
Albuquerque, N. M.

Automatic Phono 474

PAG 2 CEVrW
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taken. This Is 2no children In excess
nf the census taken last year. Though
the trial attendance Is not near as
large as this, the Increase In attend-- ,
ance over last year is fnr more than;

i

Great Carpet Remnant Sale
l-'-

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALECQUERQUE

20, 1S06.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IK
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

Sec')'.
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a well known young
of Gallup, ' hero attending
uio fair, accompanied by Mrs. Flant.
K. K. Yontz, the Gallup Jeweler,
Is
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nere this ve'k.
Chief Knglne-- r I'uiTtath, ur tho first
'division of the Santa Ke cut-of- f,
'
which is that part of the new road
between Helen and Rio I'uerco, Is
In th city.
iiiiHinn the fa i' vlsiior
Koiicit iiiid Kdward Foulks, pons of
Rev. Foulks, formerly of this city but
now pastor of trie Methodist church,
South, of Deining, are among the
Wlndinili City visitors to the tair.
Mrs. H. I.. Meyers and daughter.
Miss Catherine, and their friend, Mrs.
J. Lulling, from Wichita, are here as
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. Y

l

ni.ni..i.MmiilJ

The watchword. "Nothing but the best material in our shoes," will
always govern the running of our business. But this la not all. We
pay Just as much attentlcn to the style and finish or every pair of
shoos as we do to their quality. Furthermore we are backing up
this statement with our guarantee or your money refunded, if a pair
The new Fall and Winter
of our shoes fail to give satisfaction.
shoes re now ready for your inspection.
MEN'S

DRESS SHOES

MEN'S

WORK

HIGH SHOES

WOMEN'S

LOW SHOES

1.65 TO
1.50

TO

1.25 TO

FELT SHOES AND SLIPPERS

WOMEN'S

WUlton.

$2.50 TO $4.00

SHOES

WOMEN'S

60c.

SHOES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

TO'

1.00 TO

SAUCES

3.00
5.00
3.50
1.75

2.50

AND CONDIMENTS.

"hen purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This is because we. Always procure too. best manufactured.
e find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
jso8. 118 and 120 South Second street.

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

"We Want Everybody"
Fair week, which begins September
at 110 South Second Street The
Arch Front tor at least two reasons. . irst, t Is the .aost attractive
store or its class In the Souuiwest. Second, visitors will find there
a stock unsurpassed in quality with the watchword Curtesy plainly
visible In every department. Do not fail to drop in whether wishing
urtV-H'to purchase or not.
jSi2:.1Si4is-'"'A- .
who vlsita Albuquerque during
17th. to visit our store, located

The

Hickox-Maynar- d

New

Mexico's

Leading

FUNERAL

Jewelers

GO.

HARDWARE

j

Fourth and Railroad Avenae

HARDWARE.

HARNESS

;

I

SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING

;

HARDWARE

ALBUOUERQUE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

-

1
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Just before the "Old Fire Hoys"
started in the parade this morning
.Moon
Photographer
appeared and
took a snap picture of these old fire
fighters.
Col. and Mrs. W. S. Hopewell, residing on West Copper avenue, gave
a dinner last evening to Governor
Uagerman, Hon. O. A. Larrazolo, flon.
A. A. Jones, Wl. B. Childers and W. S.
Strlckler.
Senator Caslmero Barela of Trinidad, one of Colorado's most prominent citizens, will address the convention of sheep growers Friday morning.
Mr. ltarela will speak In Spanish, and
as he is a most fluent orator In his
own language it promises a treat to
our native people.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Edwards, former residents of thia city but for the
past couple of years residing at National City, near fian Diego, Calif.,
where Mr. Edwards Is In the grocery
business, are here to spend the day
with their old friends. They will
leave tonight or tomorrow morning
for Kansas City, Mo. After a stay of
a couple of weeks In Kansas and Missouri, they will return to National
City, stopping over here a few days
en route to the Pacific coast.
T. E. Pollock, president of the Arizona Central bank, with strong bank-In- ?
institutions at Flagstaff, Williams
and Kingman, is In the city, mingling
with the thousands in attendance on
the fair. Mr. Pollock Is oe of the Arizona territorial fair commissioners,
ana while here he will hold conferences with the horsemen now at the
local track with the view of getting
them to take their steppers and gallopers to the Arizona fair, whicli will
bo held shortly at Phoenix. Mr. Pollock is enjoying himself in the New.
Mexico metropolis.

Co.

THE ARCH FRONT.

.

lant.
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Honest Leather Wins!
i

V.

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds. Watchei, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware
rmr trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

CITIZEN

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

A banquet
at the Alvarado last
night at which were sealed an even
dozen of the profession, a minister of
the gospel and the newspaper men,
was a fitting tapering on of a very
successful convention of the New
Mexico Funeral Directors & Embalm-ers- '
association, which held forth In
Albuquerque beginning on Monday
and continuing three days.
Clarence Ullery of Roswell, president of the association, presided at
the head of the board. The feast con
sisted of several Courses, with liquid
accessories and was put up In the well
known manner for which Fred Harvey Is famous, topped off with cigars
and couee and toasts full of wit and
humor, as well as weighty of thought.
The speakers and the toasts responded to were as follows:
E. H. Carrlngton
of Colorado
fcprings, "The Possibilities of Association Work."
H. C. Strong, Las Cruces, "WhoBe
Funeral Is This?"
Kev. J. W. Barron, one of the asa
sociation's guests, "Embalming,"
subject to which Mr. Barron Is said
to have done full Justice.
J. F. Kaster, "How Undertakers get
Rich."
A. R. Van Toll's song "What Became of Biddy's Hairpin," was one
of the nicest little features of the
program.
It was 10 :T) when the toastmaster
announced that as some of those present Intended leaving on that evening's
train and others wanted to see Reckless Russell makes his daring ride,
It was probably time that the affair
come to a close.
Vice President A. Borders
then
spoke a few words of praise to the
visitors and invited them back again,
and with a toast to "good luck" to
all. the embalmers adjourned to the
lobby of the hotel.
FRESH LOBSTERS FIRST OF
THE SEASON.
SAN JOSE MARKET.
For any pain, from top to toe, froru
any cause, apply Dr. Thomas' Klectrlc
Oil. Pain can't stay where it is used.

the sporting event at
house tomorrow night.
Doors open at 9 o'clock. The curtain
goes u at 9:30.
Do not forget

the opera

FRESH LOBSTERS FIRST OF
THE SEASON.
SAN JOSE MARKET,

VISITORS TO

full membership or the counly re-

publican central committee niH this
morning at the oflice of La Hsndera
Americana, and authorized tho chairman to Unite tin' following tali:
A delegate convention of the republican toters of Bernalillo county,
New Mexico, I lu n-- l y called to meet
at Albuquerque in faid county at the
Klks' opera house, at 1(1 a. ni., on the
ith day of September. l'JOfi, for the
purpose of tielei lin.T iilno. delegates to
represent the county of Bernalillo at
the territorial eoimntlon which shall
bo held in East La Vegas, New Mexico, on the 2!th day of September,
1 9'XJ,
for the purpose of nominating
one candidate for delegate to the sixtieth congress of tho United States
of America, and for tho transacilon of
such other business as shall properly
come before sajd convention.
The republican electors of tills county and all thoso who believe In republican principles are respecttuny
to take part In the selection of
delegates to the territorial convention.
The several precincts of the county
shall be entitled to representation as
follows, based upon the vote cast at
the last general election for members
of 1ne council In tho republican ticket.
PHECINTS.
DELEGATES.
No. 1. Plutarcoo Lueras
4
No. 3. Melqulades Martinez
5
No. 4. Daniel Martinez
4
No. 5. Eslavio Vigil
9
No. 6. Neponmceno Marino
4
No. 7. Iario Gutierrez
2
No. g. David M. Perea
4
No. 9. D. J. Metgar
4
No. 10.
Pablo Crespln
. 2
No. 11. J. F. Hubbeli
3
No. 12. A. J. Crawfora
20
No. 13. M. C. Ortiz
10
No. 14. Pedro Aranda
. .. 2
No. 22. J. R. Carpenter
2
No. 23.
Juan Gutierrez
3
No. 26. T. N. Wilkerson
21
No. 28.
4
Transito Candelarla
No. 34. J. D. Maldonado
3
No. 35. Carlos B. Chaves
6
Alternates will not be recognized.
Proxies (substitutes) shall only be
recognized when held or presented by
a citizen of the same precinct from
which the delegate has been selected.
The precinct meetings shall be held
n the different precincts not later
than the 24th day of September, 1906.
in precincts 12 and 26, the primaries
shall be held at 7:30 p. m. on the 24th
of September, 1906.
the precinct chairman herein appointed shall take action and call the
precinct primaries, at such date, hour
and place, as they may deem proper,
wnnin the date fixed above, and give
proper notice of said meetings.
The chairman and secretaries of primaries will please send to the chairman of the county republican central
committee a certified copy of the proceedings of their meetings and the
number and names of delegates selected by their meeting.
Contests shall be filed with the secretary of the committee not later than
1 p. m., on the 23th day of September,
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Clothing

ALBUQUERQUE VIEWS.
Souvenir Dishes at Borradaile't,
Gold Avenue.

"MEN

117

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAMI
take no other.

THE

WEARABLES

IN

SPLENDID
THE

HEADQUARTERS

WHILE

THEIR

HERE,

FRIENDS

DISPLAY

STORE

VISITORS

STORE THEIR

THIS

MEET

TO

TOWN,

IN

OF

USE OUR WRITING

TO

DESK AND PUBLIC TELEPHONE.

SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

& Zearing
Speelman
West. Gold

205
Avenue
Furniture, Stoves, Enameledware,
Glassware, Carpets and Linoleum
Special Prices on Dishes for this week.

a
115 NORTH FIRST STREET

AUTOMATIC PHONE 648

COLORADO PHONE 74

Hotel
Tableware,
Restaurant SuDnlies
a
-,
ln
I

mi

mi

m i
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Kitchen Utensils, Ranges and Enamel Ware
Laundry Supplies, Wringers, Tubs, Washing Machines,
Wash Boards, Wash Boilers, Buckets, etc.
,

..........................

'

Butcher- - Knives -- Saws - Cleavers - Steels

OF COMMITTEE

SHELF HARDWARE SADDLERY

I

Agents Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

t

1

SaOBHM&Rfel

WMtney Company

Do you wear sliptArs? We have an
excellent line of men's opera slippers
in black or tan with hand turned soles
at $1.50. One, two or three strap San
dals In Vlci Kid or Patent Kid
women range from Jl.bO to $3.00. Our
fur trimmed felt Julietes In red, green,
black or brown are the celebrated
Dolgeville make and cost $1.25 and
$1.50.
C. May's shoe store, 314 West
Railroad avuue.

fr
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Iron, Steel, Nails, Wire, Wagon Wood Work,
Stoves, Tin and Granite Iron Ware, Pipe,
Pumps, Valves and Fittings, Mine and Mill
Supplies, .it Mail us your orders.osvSistvSS

9

ItS,401.119.403,I IT.North
South rirut trmt
rirmt Btrmet

0

Albuquerque, New Mexico

(9

0

Mat-son'-

WILLIAM MtlNTOSH, President

SOLOMON LUNA,

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager

Mcintosh Hardware Company

Mrs. Marlon Davis Is prepared to
give music lessons on pluno to advanced scholars as well as beginners.
Cull or address 624
North Second
street.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and tako no other.

o
o

mnmiw

KREAM

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
BAM BROOK BROB.. Prop:

i

The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St.

E. L. WASH BURN CO. Q 22

PARAGON TROUSERS SS.OO TOS7.00. WALKOVER S3. SO AND S4.00 SHOES

.

BREAD and

N

LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.

I 19

LARGE87

THE CHOICEST GOODS

ARE AT LIBERTY TO MAKE

PUBLIC

W. H. Hocle. six veara in th dec
orating department of Marshall Field,
is with Stacy & Co., until after the
fair. If you are going In the big parade, have Stacy do your signs and
decorating. Floats designed and built.
ONLY
UNION
SIGN
SHOP IN
TOWN.

Fu-trell- e

00090000000000000000

West Gold

TO THE

Owing to the heavy crowds which
it will be necessary for the Traction
company to handle during the fair
week, and for the convenience of
fair patrons and the greatest number of people, It Has been decided that
from l o'clock In the afternoon to
5:30 o'clock, cars will be run only
between the corner of Rnllro'id avenue and First street and the fatr
grounds. During the rest of the day
the cars will be run over the Barelas
and Second street lines as usual.
Respectfully,
ALBUQUERQUE TRACTION CO.

EEECIED TREAS

THE MAZE.
Strictly fresh eggs, per doz
25c
3 lbs. fresh crisp soda crackers. .25c
High patent flour
1.25
2 lb pall
of guaranteed
baking
powder
25c
Toasters from 5c to
18c
Wafflo irons
$1.00
Bread pans from 8c to
20c
Rolling pins
12c
Rolling boards
55c
Laundry stoves
$3.00
1 doz 1 quart fruit cans
50c
sealing wax, per pcund
00c
THE MAZE.
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
"Young Saudow," strongest man of
his weltdit In Amtrlca, at Elks' opera
house Thursday ntgut. Tickets at

THE

OF

BOYS' " STORES OF THE SOUTHWEST.

APART FROM

F. A. HUBBELI..
Chairman County Republican Central
committee,
NESTOR MONTOYA, Secretary.

Texas Carlsbad Mineral water is a
specific for constipation. For sale by
all grocers and druggists. Samples .mil
testimonials at W. V. Futrelle's, 116
West Coal avenue.

IS ONE

OF HOME AND FOREIGN MARKETS.

1906.

At a meeting of the territorial dem
ocratic central committee, held late
yesterday afternoon in the office of
summers JJurituart, in the Grant
building, the Diana for tha
campaign were fully discussed, after
which O. N. Marron was elected
treasurer.
This city was chosen as
the headquarters of the central com- iiiiuee.

IT

BIG

ITS STOCKS EMBRACE

d

URER

CLOTHING STORE ONE 01
VERY INTERESTING SIGHTS OF THE'. ME-

TROPOLIS.

from the I'al Pinto well. For salo by
all grocers and druggists.
V. V.
agent, 116 West Coal avenue.

o
o
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WILL FIND THIS
THE

Drink Texas Carlsbad Mineral water

o

In

Pianos and Music

WHY PLANT THE SEED VAR.
IETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
SEEDLESS
APPLE" ORCHARD
AT SMALL COST?
N. W. ALGER.
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.

oooooooooooooooooooo
o

20, 1906.
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EXCHANGED

Alioelstlon Offlc
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Guarantied
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Cordial Welcome Extended
to all Fait Visitors

